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As ·the dying echoes 0 f the crash faded at last a deep silence fell 
once more over tho winter landscape, The stricken shuttlecraft lay half-
buried in snow, its hull shattered by the jagged rocks of the hillside, In 
the pilot I s chair Spock stirred and awoke, at once fully aware of what had 
happened. His first thouGht was for Capta.in Kirk, who lay slumped over the 
controls bes.ide h.im, A swift check was reassuring; the Captain seemed 
uninjured, apart fr01;1 a slug(,ishly bleeding cut on his forehead. He was 
still unconscious, and thin],ing 1:t best to let him come round naturally, 
Spock turned his attent.ion to the shuttlecraft. '['he rad.io was useless, a 
shattered wreck; the eng.ines were gone too, but some of the navigation 
.instruments were still functioning, so at least it would be possible to 
work out their position. 
He and Ki"r], had been returning to the Enterprise whe n they had been 
caught up .in a magnet.ic storm and swept off course; it had taken all their 
skill to brine the shuttlecraft doWn safely, but there had been no time to 
select a landinc place. 
The system the Enterprise had been survElying contained seven planets, 
one 0 f them, Derl'an, being an Earth-parallel, its ci vilisa tion approxima-
ting that of 20th century Earth. Very soon now, its people would be con-
tacted by the Federation, but until then the Prime Directive was in force. 
The Derrans had begun to take the first steps towards space flight; as 
yet, they had not even reached the stage of placing a satellite in orbit, 
but that could not be lilany years away, and from then on their advance was 
likely to be swift. The Federation wanted to know as much as possible 
about the Derrans before contact was eRtablished, so this survey was of 
vi tal importance. . " .' .. 
It had been considered too dangerous to risk a landing party; Kirk 
and Spock had conducted the survey by shuttlecrai't, landing at various 
points on the planet·s surface to gather as much information as they could. 
At these times secrecy was vi tal; Spocl~ remained in the concealed shuttle-
craft, monitorinG radio and television broadcasts, and recording the 
information supplied by the senGors; also by l<1rk, who made several brief 
visits to small towns and villages to survey them in more detail, and to 
take a closer look at the day-to-day lives of the people. He enjoyed these 
brief excursions, and would have liked to take Spack alonG to soe his 
reaction. but apart from the sheer volume· of work the Vulcan already had 
to deal with, the risk was too Great; accidents could happen, and if any-
one became suspicious of them Spock was so obviously an alien that they 
would be in trouble at once. There was no need, anyway - Kirk alone could 
easily Gather the necessary information. 
As Goon as h8 had worked out their position, Spock realised th~,t they 
must leave the wreck as quickly as possible - the crash might have been 
heard, and if so would be inVestigated. The celf-destruct mechanism would 
take care of the ship, but the two men must not be found and questioned. 
Spock was not concerned about their eventual rescue - that could 
safely be left in the hands of Scotty and 11cCoy - but he knew it would 
take some time. While he and Kirk had been gathering information on Derran, 
Scotty had taken the Enterprise on to survey the other six planets; as 
they had shown no sign of intelligent life, they wera not.considered to be 
of primary importance at the moment, but it Gave the crew somethinG to do. 
It had bE;en arranged that the shuU·lecraft would rendezvous with the 
Enterprise when the survey was complete, but Kirk and Spock had collected 
all the necessary information in less time than had been estimated, so 
Scotty would not be expecting them for several weeks, and a search would 
not be made until they werB overdue. They had not even been able to warn 
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the ship that they were returning early; Kirl~ had intended to send the 
message only when they had left Derran, in case their signal was picked up 
on the planet. Now. wi th their radio out of action, the only waY to locate 
them was to scan for his Vulcan life ,readings; the need for secrecy was so 
great that Scotty would not risk attempt i.ng to contac t them by communicator 
in case the call reached them at an awkward time and gave them away. 
Scotty had quite a problem. 
As, indeed, did Kirk and Spock; somehow, they must find a way to stay 
alive and under cover until rescue came. 
Meanwhile, the Captain was still unconscious - he should have come 
round by now. Concerned, Spock leaned over and shook him gently, then 
more firmly as there was no response. When he did at last come round Kirk 
seemed dazed, uncomprehending; he was able to follow Spock I s lead, thougr., 
and the two men left the wreck and moved steadily downhill. They had 
been walking for ten minutes when an explosion behind them signalled the 
final destruction of the shuttlecraft. 
The snow 'Ihich was now falling heavily hindered their progress, but 
would serve to cover their tracks and obliterate all trace of the crsh. 
An hour's steady walking brought them to a narrow road which they followed; 
the smoother going was easier for Spock, but Kirk stUlilbled along unsteadily 
and was at last forced to cling to the Vulc an for support. He was 
obviously suffering from exposure to the icy wind, and it was with consid-
erable relief that Spocie saw a house just ahead; the door was locked and 
the windows boarded, but it offered shelter at least. Spock tore down the 
shutters from a window and climt..o.,d:!nside, turning to help Kirk, who still 
moved in a daze. 
The room was comfortably furnished, even down to a fire laid ready 
in the hearth; from the animal heads adorning the walls, and the rack of 
firearms beside the door, Spock thou$ht that the house was probably a 
hunting lodge - he had seen such places during leaves he had spent on Earth 
wi th Kirk. 
He lit the fire, drew a chair close to the flames for Kirk, then made 
a quick tour of the rest of the building. A generator supplied electriCity, 
and he soon had it working; in the kitchen was an amrl.e supply 0 f tinned 
food, while upstairs he found blankets and - most welcome of all - a ward-
robe full of clothes. He quickly made up two beds, then tal,ing an armful 
of clothes went back downstairs. 
Despite the fire, Kirk was shivering with cold; Spock helped him off 
with his wet uniform and dressed him in dry clothes. J)urini:\ all this 
Kirk stood listlessly, nei ther helping nor hindering - it was like dressing 
a rag doll. Spack surveyed him concernedly for a moment, then concluding 
that he was still shocked from the crash, settled him back in the chair, 
and went i.nto the kitchen to make some coffee. 
As the warmth revived him, he. took stock of their position; they had 
shelter, food, and somewhere to sleep. That was euoui:\h for tonight - in 
the morning they could make plans. As he looked across at Kirk he saW 
that the Captain was already asleep, the empty mug slipping from his hands. 
A night's rest would restore them both, he thought; lifting Kirk gently 
he carried him Upstairs and put him to bed. He was tired himself - the 
crash must have taken more out of him than he had realis ed. 'Ehankfully, 
he stretched out on the bed, arc,l VI~S soon asleep. 
In tho morning their Situation, which had seemed only inconvenient, 
proved to be desperate. Trying to awaken Kirk, Spock experienced the same 
difficulty he had had the day before. Whon the hazel eyes opened at last 
they were '"\\11 and lifeless, and met his own with an expression of utter 
bewilderment. Kirk seemed about to speak, but then covered his face witt. 
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his hands and shrank back against the pillow, trembling violently. Start-
led, Spock reached out to him and establiE"led the mind link. He held it 
for a long moment, then sat back with a faint sigh. It was worse than he 
could have supposed - Kirk Was suffering from total acnesia, probablY 
induced by the blow to the head he had received during the crash. To make 
matters worse, the injured mind had retreated deep wi thin itself, leaving 
his mental state eqivalent to that of a child; he was confused, terrified, 
totallY incapable of 'un~8rstanding their situation. 
Spock considered. Had McCoy been there he could have attempted to 
reach Kirk's buried memory, but he dared not risk it alone. There was no 
way of telling how much actc:al damage had been done to the bra.in, and to 
interfere without medical guidance might only make things worse. Yet he 
could not bear to leave Kirk in this state of fear and bewilderment. 
Spock reached for the mind link again; carefully, he built up in the 
Captain's mind a stat,,! 0 f calmness and tranquilli ty, then, working slowly, 
he asserted his own absolute authority. He hated to do it, but it was 
necessary - with all the difficulties that lay ahead of them, it was vital 
that he should be able to rely on Kirk's total and unquestioning obedience, 
His next step was to remove Kirk's beWilderment - he was still incapable 
of understanding what had happened, but he would accept and trust Spock. 
When he was satisfied th8.t Kirk's acceptace was complete, the Vulcan 
re-enforced the mind link more stronc;ly than he had ever done before; if 
anything should part them, he would be aware of What Was happening to Kirk, 
and be able to find h.im again. 
jUs last act before he withdrew from the Captain's mind was to 
him back to sleep - the injured brain was eXhausted, and must rest. 
himself had much to conSider, and knew he would need all his powers 
concentration to cope with the unexpected si tl;.ation in which he now 
himself. 
send 
Spock 
of 
found 
Never, in all the years since Captain Kirk took over the Enterprise, 
had Spock felt so alono. Always, in the dangers they had shared, Kirk had 
been there. his warm Humanity bl ending with and tempering Spa ck' s Vul can 
rationality. Now, on this HUI:.r,n world, his support had been snatched away; 
in his place Was a terrifLed child. 
Spock looked down at the sleeping figure - impossible to go on thinldng 
of him as 'Captain'. '1'hat name belonged to another Ii fe - suddenly and 
strangely thei.r relati.onshi.p had altered. Spock found it came naturally 
to think of 'Jim'. He spoke the name aloud, and it fell eas,ily from his 
lips, a name he rarely used in normal circumstances. Now he was in command; 
on Spock alone rested the responsibility of providing for them both until 
the Enterprise could 10c8.to them. 
And this he must somehow 18arn to do in a society he instinctively 
mistrusted, He kneW from Barth history of the fear and suspicion wi th 
which Hclmans regarded the strange one, the outSider. lIis own alien appear-
ance and thought patterns were dangerous enough; fear of insanity - and 
these people would regard ,Tim as insane - would make his task doubly 
difficult, 
For a moment, as he faced the responsibility before him, even his high 
courage faltered. Then his customary cool logiC reasserted itself. It 
must be done, therefore it would be done; Jim's safety depended on it, and 
he would not permit himself to fail. He began to plan. 
'l'hey must leave this house soon. It had prOVided them with a tempor-
ary refuge, but at any moment its owners might return. '1'l1is Wild, mountain-
ous area WaS too isolated, strangers would be noticed and perhaps inves-
tigated. It would be safer to make for a City, where they might hope to 
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mingle unnoticed with the crowds. He could only hope that he had learned 
enough about Derran customs from his res,'>arch to pass without comment 
among the people. He had noticed a television set downstairs - the news 
broadcasts would be useful. They already had clothes, but would need 
money; a more thorough search of the house revealed a safe in the bedroom. 
The ide~ of theft was distressing to the Vulcan, until he remembered the 
necklace Kirk had brought back as a gi ft for his mother. His final trip 
had been to a small town which seemed to have es~~~ the rapid indust-
rialisation of the rest of the planet. He had been greatly interested in 
the small shops where craftsmen still worked in the traditional manner. 
One of them had been a jeweller, and Kirk had not been able to resist J;he 
exquisite, delic·,te work; his mother would be enchanted, he was sure, and 
he had chosen a gift for her. 
It had taken the last of the Derran currency they had brought from 
the Enterprise, but at the time that had not mattered; their stay was over, 
they had thought. They must have money to survive, and it was the only 
thing of value they possessed; Spock knew that Kirk would understand. 
Taking the money from the safe he replaced it wi th the necklace, and a note. 
'Forgi ve me. We were caught in a storm, our equipment lost, and 
sought shelter hare. We have taken clothes. food and money to enable 
us to travel on. I leave this in payment.' 
His next step was to dispose of their uniforms and eqUipment. He 
would have liked to retain their communicators to signal the Enterprise, 
but he could not know when she would reach Derran. If he us,3d them to set 
up a distress beacon the signal would be picked up by the planet's radio 
stations, the equipmept traced, and recognised as being of alien origin. 
The risk was too great. Spock made a bundle of their equipment and took 
it outSide, burying it as deeply as he could. Returning to the house, he 
filled two rucksad;:s with a change 0 f clothes for himself and Jim, adding 
some food from the kitchen. 
It was by now late afternoon; he prepared a meal and went to waken 
,Jim, seeing with satisfaction that the mind link was working as he had 
hoped - Jim accepted his presence unquestioningly. 
When they had eaten they watched the local news broadcast. There 
was no mention of the shuttlecraft, so it seemed that at least there would 
be no search for them. Spock left the set on to keep Jim occupied while 
he studied maps and timetables of the area. ~'here was a fairJ..y large city 
about three hundred mileS away, and they could catch a bus nearby to take 
them there in the morning; perhaps there they could find somewhere to stay 
out of sight. 
His decision made, he sat back and looked across at Jim, who was 
engross ed in a programme he was watching. ils though he felt Spock' s eyes 
on him, he turned and smiled at the Vulcan. The childlil,e innocence and 
candour of that smile touched Spock w1th a warnine. Jim was so very 
vulnerable. 
~'hat transparent trusting deperiance demanded from Spocl~ the most 
difficult response he had ever had to mall:e. illl his life he had striVen, 
at what cost only he knew, to livo as a Vulcan, to conceal the Human emot-
ions and responses buried deep wi thin himself. Only to Jim KlrJ(. and then 
only fleetingly, had he ever shown that Human side; now, to comfort and 
reassure his friend, he must allow those emotions to surface. 
He returned Kirk's smile, and McCoy, had he been there, would scarcely 
have recognised Spock at that moment.' The warmth and affection that lit 
the dark eyes were the perfect complement to the gentleness in his voice 
as he said, 
"You should sleop now, Jim. We have far to go tomorrow." 
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"All right, Goodnight, Spocl,," 
"Goodnight, Jim." 
Dawn found them already preparing to leave •. '['he rucksacks stood at 
the door, together with warm outer clothing for each of them. In the 
}itchen Jim and Spock were finishing a hasty meel. The skies had cleared, 
and although it was bitterly cold, the wind had died. 
Spock's last act before leaving was to pull on the knitted hat he had 
taken. one mobile eyabI'ow lifted in resignation as he settled it over 
his treacherous earst he would have to wear it continuously from now on, 
and he knew from experience how uncomfortable it would become. Once before 
he had been under the same restr:Lct:Lon; he remembered those days when he 
and Jim ~,p,d together searched for the demented deCoy, and had stri Ven to 
preserve the un:Lverse they knew. 1hey had succeeded then, but they had 
been together; this time success or failure rested with him alone. 
Firmly he pushed the memory away. on8 las t check to make sure they had 
left no betraying eVidence, then they left the house awd set out through 
the crisp, clear morning. 
The bus, whew it came, was hal f empty; their fellow pass angers 
displayed no interest in them, and SpocL; began to feel more confident. 
However, ,Tim seemed very subdued during. the journey, When they stopped 
for a meal break 11e remained close to Spock's Side, unwilJ.ing to allow 
the Vulcan out of hh; sight even for a mocmnt, but as the hours passed 
weariness took over, and he slept. For a moment S,)ock hesitated, then 
slipped an arm around him, settling Jim's head as comfortably as possible 
on his shoulder. He knew already that to touch Jim did not disturb him 
as physical contact with Humans usually did. 
The nearer the bus drew to the cJty, the more uneasy Spock became. 
The Derrans had yet to learn the vi tal lessons of conservation, and this 
dark, ugly place was depressing indeed for someone used to the gracious 
c:Lties of the Federation planets. However, the bustling, unheeding crowds 
did hold out the prom:Lse 0 f anonimi ty, 
When they left the bus Spock ma,~e enquiries about somewhere to stay; 
the driver was brusque but helpful, and directed them to f) rather run-down 
boarding house. 'rhe landlady was totally 1lLintGrested in her prospecti 'J..) 
tenants apart from their ability to pay; the room was clean, and they had 
cooking facilities, which would prevent any comment on Spock's diet. 
When they had unpacked their few possessions Spocl, prepared a meal 
from the food they had brought with them, As they ate he glanced 
anxiously at Jim; he had already complained of a headache, now ho. seemed 
feverish, and the hazel 6yes Were too bright. If he was no better in the 
morning, Spack decided to call a doctor; it might also be as well to see 
if anything could be done to help his amnesia - perhaps the medical science 
of this world was advanced enouroh to deal llith it. In any case, it would 
be best to seek help before their money ran out. In this world, Spack 
had learned, even medical attention must be paid for. 
'['he fever, born of exposure and the injured brain, took rapid control 
of Kirk's body. ~:'he entity that had been J811GS Kirl, , confus"d and terr-
ified, seemed to crouch helple.gsly in a circle of flames that came ever 
closer, too panic-stricken even to move. Faces and voice>:! 8eemed to swirl 
around him - his lost memory could not t811 h:Lm they were figures from his 
past - he only kneW that he was afraid ••• so afraid, as they appeared, in 
his delirium, to threaten his precarious safety. There was no pride left, 
no dignity; he whimpered like a trapped animal - in truth, at that moment, 
that was all he had become. 
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From ••• somewhere ••• a voice 1 calm, sure, familiar. 
I II am here. Hold on to me.1 I 
IIHelp me ••• please, help me.11 
IIYou are safe now. Trust me, and come to me.1 I 
It seemed that strong, gentle hands held him, drawing him away from 
the pain and fear. Kirk woke at last, and looked up into anxious dark 
eyes that searchod his concernedly. He drew a shuddering sigh of relief. 
Spock! He was safe now. As reaction set in he buried his head on the 
Vulcan's shoulder and wept, as a child will on awakening from a nightmare. 
Spock held him, soothing and comforting, until the storm passed; then laid 
him back against the pillows, gently brushing the damp hair from his eyes. 
"Rest now, Jim. You have been very ill." 
"I feel so weak." 
"It has been five days; the fever was strong, but it has broken now." 
Spock stood up. It had been the longest five days of his life, during 
which he had scarcely left J·im' s side; the frantic worry, and his own 
utter helplessness, had taken much out of him. 
A knock at the door took hir:.. across the rOOf;! to admit an elderly nan, 
who moved quickly over to the bed. 
"Jiu, this is Dr. Rankine; he has been looldng after you." 
"Well, young man, so you've wakened up, have you? How do you fcel?" 
"Very tired; and uy head hurts." As he spoke Jim brol<:e into a spasm 
of coughing. 
"Hlmil, I don't lil:o the sound of that. Let's have a look at you." 
The doctor's methods seemed very primitive to Spack, who was \:sed to 
HcCoy's deft efficiency, but he kneW the lilan was doing his best. 
"Well, he seems to be on the mend, all right, but there's still some 
way to go. It's a pity we're in the worst of the winter - his resistance 
to infection is very low. I'll send round something for that cough -
. apart from that, keep him warm and well-fed, ho needs building up." He 
turned to Jim. "Get plenty of sleep, young man, and you should be all 
right. J., word with you, hr. Spock." 
'l'he two men moved over to the door, and continued their conversatio.n in 
lowered tones. 
"'Ehere is no improvement in· his memory, Doctor." 
'~ity ••• Still, it was rather a lot to hope for. Well, the head 
wound seems to have healed, bu t you can expect the headaches to continue-
you have the tablets for that. I'd rather not subject him to any further 
tests for the moment, but when he's a bit stronger bring him round to my 
office and I'll see what I can do. I'll look in again in a couple of days, 
but if you need me, you know Where to reach me." 
"'I'hank you, Doctor. Your fee. 11 Some notes changed.hanci.f;. and with a 
courteous nod, the doctor left. 
Spocl< closed the door and returned to stand looking down at Jim, who 
had fallen asleep again. ~.'he effects of the fever had obviously been 
severe; Jim's face was drawn and haggard. 8ven now hEl frowned in his 
sleep, and moved restlessly on the pillows. Spock touched him lightly on 
the forehead, and he qUietened at once, sleeping peacefully. 1'he Vulcan 
drew up a chair, and keeping his watchful gaze on the sleeping figure, sat 
down to consider his next move. 
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'~heir financial position had become very worrying; the doctor's fees, 
and the medicines he had prescribed, had been very expensive - there was 
frighteningly little money left. Jim must be sheltered, fed, kept warm -
he had no way of knowing for how long. Somehow, he must find work, earn 
enough to provide these necessities. Yet how to do so, and at the same 
time care for Jim? Even if he manag.ed to work at night, Jim could not be 
left alone for hours at a time. Could he perhaps find someone to stay 
wi th him? 
When th":> doctor called again, Spock explainHd his problem; he had 
nowhere else to turn, and the man seemed willing to help. Hankine consid-
ered for a moment. 
"The job's not any problem; one 0 f my neighbours is the foreman at a 
factory near here. It's hard worle, but the pay's good, and you can work 
at night. You'll be reasonably close at hand if you're needed. I'll give 
you a letter for him if you like - I think he'll accept my recommendation." 
"Thank you, Doctor; but I am still uneasy about leaving Jim - I 
certainly cannot afford a nurse to stay w.i th him." 
"I've got an idea about that, too. I've a patient in the next building; 
she's been through a pretty rough time lately - drugs, you Imew, but she'S 
off it now, and trying to make a fresh start. I think she'll be glad of 
the chance to earn a little money sitting with your friend. I'll explain 
the situation to her, and send her to see you; once you've talked to her, 
if you thin!, she'll suit, you can make your own arrangements." 
"I would bo most grateful." 
"It's nothing, I'm glad to holp; I'll give her tho letter for the 
factory to bring wlHm she com~)s." 
The girl who knocked at the door later that 
been pret ty - it was hard to tell; the drugs she 
their mark. She smiled nervously at Spock. 
evening might once have 
had beon taking had 10ft 
;' . 
III 'm JoJaura. Dr. Ranki.ne sent me - he told me to give you this." 
"Come in." Speck took the letter. IIPlease sit down, t;liss ••• ?tI 
"Call me Laura. }!;veryon(~ does,1t 
""J~he Doctor explained Jim's condition to you?" 
"Yes; hels ••• UBI ••• mentally il1~11 
"Not really. He h8s lost his memory, and as the result of a shock, 
he is ••• somewhat chilc1ilOk, that is all. He i8 not mad." 
me 
we 
ItI'm sorry, I didn't mean ••• " 
a chance - I need the money. and 
get u£Jed to each other." 
Her voice traLLed off. "Please, g,ive 
I'm sure it'll work out all right once 
Spock studied toh" girl's face carefully. He was not sure, but the 
doctor had thought she was SUitable. In any case, he intended to maintain 
his link with Jim at all Umes, so if anything cUd go wrong he would know 
at once, and be able to roturn. 
"Very well, LaUra, I am prerr':,~ed to gi va you a trial. Will you wai t 
outside for a moment while I explain to Jim?" 
Closing the door behind her he crossed to the bed and touched Kirk's 
shoulder. "Jim, wal,a up." 
Kirk opened his eyos and smiled sleepily. "Hello, Spocle. I feel much 
better now." 
"I'm glad. Ji.m, listen to me. I'm going to have to leave you for 
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a time. 1t 
The ha2,el eyes widened in panic. Jim caught at Spock' s hand frantic-
ally. "No! Don't leave me! I'm so afraid when you're not here." 
Spock sat down on the bed. "You, must try to understand. We need 
money urgently - I have to find work. There is a girl outside I want you 
to meet - she will keep you company while I am away. Do net be afraid, I 
will still be wi th you. You can feel my mind in yours - it will be so 
even while we are apart. If you need me, I will know it, and come at once." 
"You promise?" ~:he troubled child was begging for reassurance. 
"I promise. Trust me. tI 
"l do. It's just that you are the only thing that seems real to me. 
Why can't I remember?" 
"You will, in time. Eave patience. I will call Laura now." 
He rose, and called the girl in. She came up to the bed and held out 
her hand to Jim, who Sl Hed shyly. 
"Hello, I'm Laura. I hope we are going to be friends." 
"I'll try not to be any trouble." 
Spock showed Laura whore to find everything she might need, then taking 
a last look at Jim he left for his interview at the factory. As he went 
out he carried with him the memory of Jim's eyes fixed im-oloringl"' on hi.8 
even as he tried to smil.e a farewell; and set himself to transmit an aura 
of tranquillity to his friend. 
The arrangement worked satisfactorily for several weelm. The factory 
was tir~g, and the work heavJ, but Spocle's Vulcan strength was able to 
cope. Jim seemed to have accepted Laura, and although he still watched 
eagerly for Spock's return, he was no longer so upset at being left. His 
health, though, was slower to recover; the cough lingered, exhausting him, 
despite all the doctor could do, and from time to time he experienced 
torturing headaches, which only Spock's intervention through the mind link 
seemed able to soothe. 
The Vulcan himself was suffering, though he managed to conceal it from 
Jim. By the time the time the rent was paid. money set aside for the medical 
bills, and Laura'S payment allowed for. there was not much money left for 
food. Obeying the doctor's instructions that Jim must be well fed and kept 
warm, most of Spock' s share went to him. In normal circumstances he could 
have managed indefinitely on what he allowed himself, but the physical 
strain was aggravated by a mental one. Compelled as he was to maintain at 
all times the lin), with Jim, Spock' s mind was continually open to the 
emotions radiated by the people around him. 
1'he strain of shielding his mind from those thoughts, while at the same 
time remaining ,,1 ert to Jim, began to tell on him; there were times when 
even his tight control slipped, and he found himself invaded by emotions 
and thoughts he could never have imagined. At those times he felt unclean, 
degraded. It was strange; the minds of other Human8 he had known - McCoy, 
scotty, Kirj, himself - often bewildered but never disgusted him. It was an 
unspeakable relief to return to that room he shared with Jim, where his 
friend's mind, crippled though it was, by its transparent honesty was able 
to dispel the clouds of depression that were beginning to haunt the Vulcan. 
Nowhere in this world had he found men to equal those he knew. The 
doctor, though medically he ,did his best for Jim, did not possess the 
shining dedication that so characterised McCoy; ,spocle was under no illus-
ions -. if the time came when he could no 10ngElr pay, Jim's treatment would 
stop. 
As for Laura - Spock was still unsure 0 f Laura. He had no cause for 
complaint; she carried out her side of tho bargain, sitting with Jim, 
Itoeping him company during the loni'~ hours of Spock's absence. Yet there 
was something in her face he could not trust, a way she had of looking at 
Jim when she thought herself unobserved, as if she could not quite meet his 
eyes. Spock knew already that although Jim had acceptcld the need for his 
ansence he was still uneasy at being l<3ft, but their safety depended on 
the money he brought in, so despite his concern he was forced to rely on 
her. 
Then one night as he went about his duties at the f".ctory, Spock was 
brought to a sudden halt as a scream 0 f pure animal terror from Jim's mind 
tore through his. Thore had been no warning, but the intensity of the 
emotion hurled him into action, and sent him running back through the 
silent streets. 
That evening Jim had suffered one of his headaches; his pain had been 
much greater than usual, and when he qUietened at last, Spock had been 
reLuctant to leave him. In the end Laura had perouaded him to go, promising 
to send for him if he was needed. 
What could have happenpd? The memcry of Jim's imrloring eyes haunted 
him. Influenced by the mind link, Jim's behaviour was so rat10nal most of 
the time that it was easy to forget just how difficult it was for him to 
come to t",rms with the unexpected; things which in his normal state he 
could take in his str.ide would confuse and terrify tho vulnerable child he 
now was. As he ra11 Spock attempted to reach Jim's m.ind to calm and reassure 
him, but his terror was too great to be eased .in this way. 
~'he noise coming from their room was au(Hble at the foot of the stairs, 
the blare of music mingled with almost hysterical laughter. Spock's 
entrance went unnoticod, but when he switched off the rad.io all eyos turned 
to hi~. Tho group around tho bed fall back, and as he real.ised what had 
been }:"ppen.ing he felt a terrible, primitive anger. 
The room Vias a shambles, broken glass and empty bottles littering the 
floor. Around the bed a group of y~ung people was watching, laughing as 
Jim struggled frant.ically to escape the two m<on who held him; onG oleeve 
had been pushed up, and a girl hale! his arm steady while Laura bent over 
him, a pr.imitive hypodermic syringe in her hared. 
Spock lunged forward in a desperate attecut to deflect her aim, but 
this time hi) was too late; before his horrified gaze she pressed the 
plunger and the clear, deadly liquid was injected into Jim's arm. 
Wi th a roap 0 f fury that his savage ancestors would have recognised, 
Spack caught Laura by the back of the neche and threw her across the room. 
In almost the same moment he dealt similarly with the two mon who held Jim; 
as he stood over their cowerlng flgures he was tho 11ving incarnat.ion of 
the terr.ible, destructive strength of anclent Vulcan. He fought down the 
instinctive, primitive urge to mOVe in, to kill, and clung dceperately to 
the remnants of his control. 
"Get out!" he spat. "Get out - and take these... animals wi th you! 
If you ever try to come near Jim again, I swear I'll kill you!" 
One look at his face convinced lE.ura of her danger. Turning to her 
friends she said 9 
"Como on, you lot - I know whon wA'rc not wanted. Those two aron't 
much fun anyway." 
As tho others began to clatt()r clown tho stairs she turnod at tho door 
to doli VOl' hor parting shot. "If you want tho truth, I'm glad to b0 
through! (;r.ipplos mako ma Sick, and ho's tho worst kind - an idiot! Don't 
think I enjoyed being coopod up every night with a madman. It made my ,skin 
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crawl to bo near him - a grown man with tho mind of a child! Peoplo liko 
him shouldn't be allowod to live. Woll, havo fun - in a few hours he'll 
be screaming. Pity I won't bo hero to enjoy it." 
She turnod and ran down tho stairs as ,spack moved towards her. Ho 
paused in tho doorway, fighting for composure, knowing he could no t help 
Jim until his savage angor had coolod. Ho must got the doctor - he 'did not 
know what had boen in the syringe, or how Jim woul,!, react to it. Hurriedly 
he went to tho phone on tho landing and called Rankino's n;'mbGr; the 
doctor was out, but thG receptionist promised to contact him as soon as 
possible. 
Spack returned to their room, whero a low, dosolate sobbing took him 
back to the bod. At his appr(,w,ch Jim reachod for him blindly - there was 
only one responso tho Vulcan could make. As though comforting a child he 
held tho Euman awkwardly in his arms, whispering quiotly, calmly, as Jim's 
tears came. If only the doctor would come! 
At last Jim se()med to fall asleep, but he wakened after about half an 
hour; the drug, whatever it was, was boginning to take affoct. Jim was in 
a highly euphoric state, laughing and talking nons8nsoi tho was very rest-
less, and it took all Spock's considerable str~ngth to hold him still. 
Jim's ravings wore a c<lnfused jumble of evonts fror:, his past, but it WaS 
plain that there was no coherent thought - as tho rambling, babbling words 
poured out Spack 00 uld only hold him, trying to speak calmly, to quieten 
him and persuade him to res t. 
>~fter about throe hours his voice began to slow; tho insane giGGling 
stoppod at ~~st, and he lay still. Spack laid him down and stood to stretch 
his crarr,p"d limbs, aching from the hours he had bean sitting in tho same 
posi tion. ;';e wa,s almost frantic with worry, not knowing what to eXpoct; 
Laura had said that Jim would be screaming in a few hours - ho had never 
felt so helpless. 
Jim bogan to move r0stlossly, his face twisting in pain, then he 
began to shiver violuntly. Spack laid a hand on his forehsad - despite 
the shivering his skin was hot to the touch. };von as he watched, Jim's 
whole body stiffoned in a spasm of puro agony, and a scroam of p(].in brolw 
from his lips. '['he Vul.can took hold of him, reaching for tho mind link, 
but this time it was no use - Jim's pain was too great. Spock could only 
sit there holplossly, hold.ing his friend while the agonies of cramp racked 
his body. Ho pressed Jim's head to his shouldor, trying to mUffle th" 
terrible screaI;;ing that went on and on until his voice broke at last from 
sheer ex};\'''stion, and subsided to a low, agonised moaning that the Vulcan 
knew he would never forget. 
He was vaguely aware that at one point the landlady Came ~ .. to 
investigate the disturbance; he supposed that he must have explained some-
how, for he remembered her saying that she would call Rankine again. Soon 
after she loft J'im was violently sick; Spock held his head, hoping that in 
this way his body was getting rid of the drug, but the spasms of cramp 
seemed to be increasing both in frequency and intenGity. The nausea 
returned several timos, and Spock brought warm water to clean Jim up, gently 
bat bing the pale face now GO tWisted with pain as to bo almost unrecog-
nisable. He could tell that ,Jim was rapidly weaken.ing; his reserves of 
strength were vory low, and the agony he was suffering was tearing him 
apart. 
Spock lost all track of time as he sat thore, doing tho little he 
could. Then, at last, a knock on the door; he admitted the doctor, who 
stood staring with horri fiod eyes at tho figuro writhing in mindless agony. 
"What, happened?" he asked, hin hands already busy. 
"I 0.0 not know exactly. I returned from worl, just as Laura injected 
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him with a drug - 1 do not know what she gavo hir:1. 
at first, thon after a few hours he began to suffer 
Please, Doctor - help him!" 
He seemed very elated 
as you see him now, 
"Possibly something liko herein. 
other thinC';8. StilJ_, this should help 
Trouble is, addicts often mix it with 
him. Ii 
Spock made an instinctive movement of protest as he saw the syringe in 
the doctor's hand, but then he stood back; h0 had no Choice but to rely on 
his judgement. Very gradually, as the injectien took effect, the tWisting, 
agonised bedy grew still, the animal-like moaning died away, and Jim lay 
deathly stil.l. Hankin., checlwd his pulse, and straightened with a sigh. 
"I'm sorry it took lilG so long to got here - a di fHcul t conf'1noment -
I must get back soon. There's nothing more I can do hore for tho moment." 
"But J'1m - will he bo all r1ght?" 
nankine shook his hflad w"1:'r1edly. "It's too early to tell - the drug 
may have caused further brain ,\"mage. If he can speak coherently wh ::1 ho 
comes round, he should be all rj_ght - we'll just have to wait and see. Now, 
about Laura - I should notify the police." 
Spock thought rapidly. Laura should be punisl10d, but thflre would be 
questions, an invQstigation ••• ho dared not risk it. 
"Must Jim be involvod? If he's ••• all right, it would worry and 
confuse h1m. He's boen through so much alroady - can't w[) spare him this?" 
"Well, yes. She, must havo boen using drugs herself to do this, and 
that'8 a bre~"h of her parole. I can have hoI' pick()d up and charged with 
that - you noedn't appear. Well, I must be going - I'll comB back as soon 
as I can." 
Spocl< closed the door bohind Rankine, and r8turnod to sit by tho bod. 
With faint surpriso he saw that it was growing dark - nearly twenty-four 
hours had passed s.ince he had returned to that horr11'ic8cono. He leaned 
over Jim, his hand trembling s1.ightly as ho brushed the ha1r back from the 
damp forehead - if he should 10s8 Jim now ••• 
The wa1 ting soemed endless, but at last Jim stirred. 'l'ho heavy ("yes 
opened and surveyed h1m sleepily. 
"How do you feel, Jim?" The Vulcan~s VOiC0 was very gontlo. 
"Spo ck! II ,':'111 reached for his hands, gripping tightly as though to 
convince himself that Spock was r8ally thoro. 01' m all right now." 
IiCan you remember what harJpon()d?tt 
flYes ••• I think so ••• It was I,aul'.sI, ••• Sho was all right at first ••• 
then those frionds of hers camo. They gave h"r somethtnG ••• I don't know 
what ... and she bcg,an acting stranGely. I was afraid ... but they didn't 
bother with 1118 at first ... and I didn't want to call you for nothing ••• 
She ••• she told thor,) about me ••• and thoy laughed at me. Ono of thom said, 
'Give him a shot - let's SElO what he's liko when ho'8 turned on. I ~'hen I 
got really scared ••• I called for YOU. II 
"I hoard YO,u," Spock said quietJ.y. "You should have called me at once." 
"Yes ••• Well, anyway, two of thom grabbed mo ••• the others werG all 
.: .... ughing ••• and Laura brought out this needle ••• She made qu1te an act of 
it ... I think she was tryinG to scare mG. I ..• I don't rOlnclllbor any morc. 
Spock, 9:!:l I mad? Th,oY said so - thccy thought it was ••• funny." 
Spock's hand reach,"d for Kirk's face. "No, you are not mad. l'rust {:le, 
believe in me - I would not lio to you. They cannot uD:nrstand - you must. 
You had. an accident; your bra.in was damagod, and you cannot remember your 
past, that is all. We have friends - good friends - who are even now 
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searching for us. When they find us, you will be healed, I promise you. 
Never doubt your sanity, Jim." 
"I'll try. I can believe it when you're with me, but when you go away 
I get so scared and lonely. Don't leave me again, Spock." 
"I will not, I swear. ~.;ry to sleGp ".l W - you will feel better in thG 
morning." 
ThG power 0 f the mind link asserted itself, and Jim driftGd into a deop 
dreamless sloop. Spock sottled him comfortably, and began to clear up the 
wreckage. He felt so desperately tired. Tho city was no longer a safe 
r,<fuge - tho last hours had tal<en much of his remaining strength, and he 
wondered how much longer he could (,laintai n control in this environment. 
As soon as Jim was well enough to travel they would leave the city and 
seek a qUieter hiding place. Betrayed by his exhaustion, his last conscious 
thought as he fell asleep was an almost wistful appeal. 
IIBones, Scotty - Lurry. Please, hurry.11 
Two weeks later Spock was sitting in Rankine's office facing the 
doctor across a desk. As soon as Jim was suffi~iently recovered from 
Laura's attack, he had talren him for the tests that woulcl decide if there 
was to be any immediate help for him; today they had returned for the 
results. Jim sat across the room, pale and withdrawn. He had suffered 
badly as the drug worked its way out of his body, but to Spock's relief the 
doctor had declnred that the dose was not large enough to cause addiction. 
The agonies of cramp had returned, but gradually lessened day by day until 
at last they stopped. For several nights he had slept badly, waking in 
terror until Spock calmed him. At last the nightmares too had stopped, and 
although he was still weak, Spack judged him fit enough to travel when the 
time came. 
"Physically, Hr. Kirk is in excellent condition," the doctor was 
saying. "He is much stronger, and the coughing has ceased. As for the 
headaches - well, that's another ratter." He consulted a file that lay 
on the desk. "The X-~ays show some damag.9 to the brain - it i S hard to 
tell exactly how severe it is. We do know there is a large blood clot, 
but its position is such that we would only make things worse if we oper-
ated - our surgical knowledge is not yet advanced enough to take such a 
risk. There is no chance that his memory can be restored, and the head-
aches will almost certainly continue. I'~. sorry, Hr. Spack - perhaps in 
a few years ••• 11 
Across the room Jim, who was turning the pages of a magazine, lifted 
his head and gazed at Spock, smiling faintly. He did not really unf!er-
stand what the two men were talking about; he was bored - he wanted to 
go ... home? No, not home, that wasn't the right word. For a momGnt an 
image came into his mind, the image of a large, circular room. ~'here were 
lights, people, voices. He seemed to be sitting i" the centre or. .. No, it 
was gone again. It didn't matter. All that mattered was the smile of the 
dark-eyed man across the room. He turned back to his magazine,. 
" ••• so you see, we must de.cide on the arrangements." 
"Arrangements?" Spock turned his attention baclt to the doctor, aware 
that he had missed part of the conversation. 
"Yes, it's the law, I'm afraid. I am obliged to cart: fy that Hr. Kirlt 
cannot be regarded as a responsible adult. Unless you can satisfy me that 
he can be properly secured and tended, both for his own sake and for public 
safety I must commit him to a hospital for the insane. [<'rom my knowledge 
of your financial position, I assume you cannot satisfy the legal require-
ments for his confinement, so we must decide how best to arrange his 
fu ture. " 
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"1 see." Spack thought rapidly. He must play for time; his first 
instinct, to take Jim and leave, woule: be most unwise - to openly defy the 
law would ruin whatever chance of escape'they had. "What do you suggest, 
Doctor?" 
"I run a small private NursinC Home - nothinc; too fancy, you und8r-
stand, but I should think my fees would b8 within your reach, and I flatter 
myself it's better than tho public hospitals o Perhaps you would like to 
see over it? If you are agre9able, I could admit ~r. Kirk as my patient -
he knows me, and it would not be such a shocl, for him." 
"When ... " '1.'0 his shame Spack's voice Vias not quite steady, "When 
would you want to commit him?" 
"Well, there are arrangements to make ... but he's not Violent, so 
there's no hUi'ry." Shall we say, in a week?" 
"A week? That seems satisfactory. Of course, you understand that I 
should like to see the place first." 
"Of course. As it happens, I'm free for the next hour. We could go 
now, if you like, and get things settled." 
As the two men stood up Kirk moved to Spack's side, he was pUZZled 
by his friend's suddenly rigid expression, and touched his arm anxiously. 
The cold eyes softened at once, and Spack's voice was calm as he said, 
"I t' s all right, Jim - we are going wi th Dr. Iiankine on a visit." 
Jim remained uneasily in the car while Spoe l : toured the nursing home 
with the doctor. Later the Vulcan was never sure how he had controlled his 
revulsion and horror and the primi ti ve condi t.ions he witnessed. Logically, 
he knew that the man was doing his best in the; li!!;ht of the limite;d 
medical knowledge of his time; but his emotions, brought very close to the 
surface by his close contact with ,Tim, could scarcely cope with what he 
saw. 
ry:he locked cells, the padded rooms, the patients confined in heav:; 
straight-jacl<ets or drugged into mindless automatons, seemed to the 
sensitive Vulcan to be more the results of deliberate cruelty rather than 
care. Cautiously he probed the minds of the attendants; at best they were 
indifferent, at worst brutal to the helpless 'patients' in their charge. 
Jim could not be allowed to enter such a place even for an instant - the 
I~. ,:!,Q[l;e eVen a short stay would do to his already injured mind might be 
irrepai.rable even if - when - they returned to the Enterprise. 
Spock managed to conceal his revulsion from Hankins, and completed the 
formalities, arranging that Jim would be admittE,d in a week's time. In 
seven days he intended to be far away. 
'.rhat night, after clearing away their meal, he called to Kirk, who 
sat in the window watching the people passing in thee street. 
"Jim, come here. I want to talk to you." 
Kirk came over and knelt at Spock's feet, resting his arms on the 
Vulcan's knees and looking up anxiously into his face. 
"What is it, Spack? Have I done somethinr; wrong?" 
"Of course not. Jim, we must leave th" city. Because of your illness, 
the doctor has the power to take you away." 
As paniC dawlled in Jim's eyes Spo ck touched his hair lightly. 
"Don't be afraid, I won't let them take you - you will b0 quite safe. 
r'll see to everything, but you must slen}) well tonlght - we will l"ave 
early in the morning." 
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Jim noclded, and got ready for bed. As Spock leaned over him to send 
him to sleep, he touched the Vulcan's face gently. 
"I'm sorry. I have been ... a great trouble to you," 
"No, you have not. When you regain your memory you will understand 
why I value your friendship so highly. Sleep now." 
While he packed their few belongings Spock was already considering 
their next move. They woulu certainly have to leave the city; apart from 
the fact that the authorities would be looking for them when Jim did not 
report to the asylum, the sheer pressure of the mental images Spock was 
rec ei ving from the people around him was beginning to weaken his control 
of the mind link. That must be preserved at all costs, for it was the one 
thing that held Jim to any sense of reality; if it was broken, he would be 
tot ally helpless. 
It would be safer to keep on the move at first - they could buy some 
camping equipment and avoid encountering people as long as possible. When 
their money ran out, he could perhaps find a day's work along the way; 
luckily the harshness of winter had given way to spr.ing - if they headed 
for farmine; country, there was '" good chance that he could find worl< when 
it was needed. 
Spock even prepared a story in case they should be questioned. He 
would admit Jim's mental condition, which was all too obvious anyway, and 
explain that he was taking him to his family in a distant city for treat-
ment. The story would not stand up to official investie;aticn, but it 
should satisfy casual inquiry. 
E'or a moment he considered attempting to recover the communicators, 
and risking everything on trying to contact the j;;nterprise, but he 
dismissed tha idea almost at once; there was no guarantee the Enterprise 
would pick up the Signal, and it was almost certain that the transmission 
would be detected by the planet's radio stations. 
His preparations complete, he went to take a last look at Kirk before 
turning in fo r the night. The Human lay relaxed, slaeping peacefully. 
His utter trust in Spock had penetrated the Vulcan's strongest defences 
almost without his being aware of it. As hG looked down at the sleeping 
figure he could at last admit that he needed Jim's fri ends hip , an· admission 
that did not disturb him as it once would have done. Was he, at last, 
beginning to como to terms with his Human emotions? An interestine; idea, 
he thought, as he slid into bed. He would consider it - later. Just now, 
he was too tired. 
The following evening found Kirk and Spock makine; camp in a forest 
clearing some four hundred miles from the City. Spock had decided on a 
hover train as the fastest and most anonymous method of putting as much 
distance as possible between them and any possible pursuit. Leaving the 
station, they had begun to walk in no particular d.irection. It didn't 
much matter where they went - Spock knew enough of Scotty's fierce stubborn-
ness to be sure that he would survey Derran inch by inch before giving up 
hope 0 f findine; them. 
As evening drew on they left the road to find a campsite, choosine; at 
last this clearing where a stream provided water, and the trees gave added 
shel ter. At least Ki.rk had not forgotten how to pitch camp, and set 
about the task with enthusiasm. The danger of th<lir situation was not very 
real to him - all he knew or cared about was that Spock seemed more relaxed 
away from the City, and as lone; as the Vulcan was at ease, the Human had 
no fears. 
While Spock laid a fire, ,Jim had been down by the stream; now he 
returned triumphantly carryinr; the two fish he had caJ.·~ht. Spock concealed 
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his distaste and helped Jim prepare their meal, taking his ·.;lin share from 
their sU:DPli es. 
When they had finished eating they sat by the fire, talking idly in 
the darkness. Spack was telling Jim a story from his own childhood, one 
he remembered his mother telling him when he was very small; Jim listened 
intently, his eyos shining in the firelight. 
" ••• so .that was how a sehlat first became the pet of a Vulcan child." 
"But why did ••• ?" 
"i'lo more questions; it's getting late and it has been a long day." 
"If I go to sleep now, will you tell ,me another story tomorrow?" A 
child I s bargain, proposed with a child I s cunning. As adults have done 
since the beginning of things, Spack capitulated. 
"If you Vlish. Goodnight, Jim." 
"Goodnight, Spock." 
Gradually the succeeding days blended into a tranquil pattern. They 
would break camp in the morning, travel through the day, and rest at night. 
Occasionally they met other travellers, but were never stopped or qu"st-
ioned. Twice they turned aside from their path to avoid passing through 
towns, but from time to time they stopped in small villages to replenish 
their sUjlplies. No-one took any notice of them - it was the season when 
migrant workers travellod the roads, and nothing made Kirk and Spock stand 
out from the others. 
Sometimes, if the fancy took them, they rested for several days in 
one place, but alwaYs mov(-Jd on. Very occasionally Kirk experienced dreams 
which Spock Imew were confused memories of his past, but he had no way of 
relating them to his conscious r:lind, and they only confused and frightened 
him. At these timeS he turned naturally to the Vulcan for comfort and 
reassurance; it was natural to him to do so, for he remembered no other 
existence, but it was painful for Spock, who recalled all too clearly the 
sharp, decisive mind he had once known. He neither encouraged nor hindered 
the dreams, knowing that some degree 0 f natural healing was taking place 
in the injured brain; but ho was always there, when the fear and bewilder-
ment became too groat, to create an ?: lOsphere of calmness and tranquillity 
in which his friend could rel.ax. 
Jim had an almost insatiable appetite for the stories Spock told, 
wonderful tales from bo th l~arth and Vulcan which he had loarned in his 
oVin childhood, and their evenings were passed in the retelling of those 
tales. Spock found it curiously ••• peaceful as they sat there in the 
firelight, Jim's head resting against his knee; differences 0 f rank, of 
race, even of intelligence now, no longer seemed to matter as for a few 
hours those enchanted Vlorlds claimed them both, the logical Vulcan no less 
than the child-like Human. 
~L'hen suddenly th0ir fortunes changed a!';ain, this timo it seemed at 
first, for the ·".'.'."'e. For sGveral days they had been passing through rich 
farmland. 'Iheir supplies Vlere getting; low, and Spock decided to soek work 
at the next farm they came to. It was evening, and storm clouds on the 
horizon promised a wild night. Perhaps due to the C10S8 sultry weather, 
Jim had been suffering from a headache all day, and was plainly exhausted; 
he c((lJuld not go much further, and they had passed no· sui tabl e campsite. 
1'here was a farmhouse just ahead, and cOllfJ.idering the weather, Spock 
deCided to ask for shelter for the night, but before they could reach the 
house the storm broke with blinding fury. In seconds both men were soaked 
to the sk.in. 
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The house was locked and empty, but there was a barn close by, which 
offered shel ter from the storm. Kirk was beginning to shiver, and the 
blinding pain a f his headache made him almost delirious; Spack helped him 
off with his wet clothes, wrapped him warmly in their sleeping bags, and 
bent his attention to the easing a f his pain. When Kirk relaxed at last, 
Spack looked through their suppli8s; there was little food left, and they 
could both do with a hot drink. Explaining his int8ntion to Jim, Spack 
hurried over to the house, 1'he front was secure, but he managed to pick 
the lock on the back door, and stepped into the farm kitchen. 
1'here was plenty of food, but he took only some bread and meat for Jim, 
some fruit for himself, and heated somo soup. This he carried over to the 
barn, returning only for an oil stove he had seen which would gi V8 them 
somG warmth, and. a little light. 
Jim was reluctant to eat, but Spack fed him patiently, making sure he 
was satisfied before taking his 'c,wn share. Then in the glow of warmth cast 
by the stove, they lay down to sleep. 
Jim Kirk found it impossible to rest. 'I-'he howling of the w.ind, the 
menacing rumble ofth8 thum!8r, the glare of lightning, all combined to 
terrify him, He turned onto his side to look at Spack; the Vulcan was 
asleep, obviously exhausted, Jim wanted to waken him, to experience again 
his never-failin~ comfort, but somehow he could not; it would be selfish, 
ho "'.to,ught - Spock had done so much already. 'I'here was nothing to fear, 
he told himself firmly; it was only a storm, and would soon p.9.ss. It was 
no use, he could not control his terror. Silent tears trickled from his 
eyes as he lay biting his lip until the blood came in an effort to control 
his sobs. He thought he was succeeding, until a particularly vivid bolt 
of lightning seemed to strike just overhead, and he could not restrain a 
whimper of fear. 
A hand touched his face, and found it wet with tears. The qUiet voice 
came from the darkness. 
"You should have wa!~ened me, Jtm." 
Powerful arms encircled him; ho was lifted and held against Spack's 
body. Gentle hands stroked his hair, tender as a woman's, but strong, 
protecti vee At alst the tears ceased, and he lay back against Spock' s arm, 
looking up into the veiled eyes. 
"Can I stay here ••• with you, Spock?" he aSked softly. "I'm not 
afraid any more, but pl,ease ••• let me stay," 
"You may, but please try to sleep now; you will mall:e yourself ill 
again if you do not get sam e rest." 
"Yes, I'm ••• so tired. I Can sloep now, I think." 
His' head relaxed on Spack's shoulderi slowly, the heavy eyelids closed, 
then opened again. Half-asleep, confused by his tiredness, Jim felt there 
was something he should do. One arm slid around Spock's necl, and drew him 
closer. Conscious only of his affection for the man who held him, Jim 
kissed Spack on the cheek. 
"Goodnight, Spack, f1 he murmured, and was asleep. 
Spock sat staring into the darkness, It had been the spontaneous, 
affectionate embrace of a tired child, nothing more; but his own reaction 
confused him utterly. Was thiS, then, what he had avoided for so long? 
Vulcans did not like to be touched, and evaded it whenever possible, Now 
he realised that a friond's touch could bring an unsuspected warmth and 
comfort; his 10n011ness, his sense of utter desolation vanished, dispelled 
by that confiding gesture, Perhaps, after all, there '.'J~-: oO-LJthing to be 
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said for the satisfaction Humans seemed to derive 
At last his formidable control reasserted itself. 
the wall of the barn, Jim's head on his shoulder, 
a deep, exhausted sleep. 
from physical 
Leaning bach: 
Spock finally 
contact. 
against 
fell into 
He was roused in the morning by a car outside. Jim was still asleep; 
laying him down gently, Spock went to investiga.te. A man and a woman were 
just approaching the front door of the farmhouse. As Spock adVanced, 
their expressions were curious, bu t not unfriendly. Spock eyed the couple 
apprehensivel,y - so much depended on their reaction to his story. They 
were, perhaps, in their middle forties; tho man had a pleasant, craggy 
face, lines of laughter showing around his eyes and mouth. The woman was 
a few years younger, her dark hair just beginning to turn grey. Her 
expression was openly friendly, and the warmth 0 f her smile as he app,.. 
roached gave him hope - this woman would understand, he was sure. He 
turned to the man. 
"Excuse me, are you the owner here?" 
"I am, What can I do for you?" 
"I ask your pardeon," said Spock, "but my friend and .1 were caught 
in the storm last night, and took shelter in your barn. Jim has been very 
ill, and we had no food, so I broke into your ki tch,m and took some. I 
have no money to pay you, but I am willing to work for whl1.t I took." 
The farmer surveyed him from head to foot, then to Spack's astor:ishment 
he .burst out laughing. 
"Well, I' V8 nE)Ver heard that one before! '['here are often migrant 
workers on this road, and they're not above helping th()msel ves to anything 
that's lying about, but this 1s the first time anyone's offered to wrk 
for 1 t. What do yOLl th1nk, Margaret - shall we take him up on it?" 
"I think the young man could do with a good breakfast," said the woman 
quietly. At the sound of h"r voice Spock Im',w he had been right - she 
would help them, and would ask no questions. Jim would be safe here. 
"Go and get your friend," she went on. "I'll make some coffee, and you 
can talk when you've got a decent meal inside you." 
"That's a good idea, Margaret - trust you to think of the most impor-
tant things first! Oh, I'm John Landers, by the ~Iay. This is my wife, 
Margaret." 
Spack inclined his h(ead. "I am called Spock; my friend is Jim Kirk." 
An hour later the four of them w(~re sitting around the kitchen table 
drinking co ffee. ':rho Landers had found themselves curiously drawn to this 
strange, grave young man who was so un11ke the casual labourers who usually 
came their way, and Jim's shy charm had captivated them already; so when 
Spo ck explained their financial difficul tiGs, Landers had no hesi tation 
about offering Spock a job for as long as he wanted it. KnOWing that they 
would soon roalise Jim's condition, 8pock told his prepared story; the 
couple's reaction was one of compassion, rathor than the revulsion he had 
half expected. With the worst hurdle out of the way, Spock allowed him-
self to relax a li ttle; if all went well they had. found a safe refuge 
until the Enterprise found them. 
Later, Landers walked. with them to the quarters where the farmhands 
slept, to See them settled, and to introduce them to his foreman. Petersen 
was a giant of a man, respected by the farmhands for his effiCiency, 
feared for his Groat strength and savage temper. lIe nYGc'. thCl Vulcan with 
some suspi.cion at first, but When he saw the thoroughness with which Spock 
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completed the tasks assigned to him, he grunted with satisfaction and 
became slightly more amiable. 
With Jim. it was a different matter - everything he did seemed to 
annoy the foreman, and although he worked as well as he could, he had 
nei thor the mental speed nor the physical strength to complete his work 
to Petersen's satisfaction. It was a difficult situation - the more 
irri table Petersen was, the more nervous and clumsy Jim became. Spock 
watched anxiously, afraid to precipi tat" an opon quarrel by interfering 
too much; he helped Jim as much as ho could, and wai tod for the confront-
ation he know must como. 
One afternoon Spock was unloading some supplies that Landers had just 
brought in; the farmer had lingered to talk, and they were chatting idly 
when Spock suddenly wont rigid. 
"Jim!" he exclaimed sharply, and dropping the crate he was holding, 
ran to th c: work,}rs' quarters. puzzled, Landers followed him, and arrived 
on the scene a few moments later. 
In an undertone, one of the men told him what had. happened. Petersen, 
despairing 0 f Jim at last, had assigned him to clearing up the room. He 
had been doing so when he had accidentally knoc':ed down and broken Petersen's 
shaving mirror, He was just picking up the pieces when the foreman walll:ed 
in and completely !.'lst his temper. 
"You cretin!" he shouted. "Can't you do even the s1mpl"st th1ng 
without mak1ng a mess of 1t?" 
"I'm s-sorry," J1m stammered. !II d.-didn't mean it - it was ,",n ••• an 
accident ••• t1 
"ACCident? You careless, stupid id.iot!" 1'otally enraged, he struck 
out blindly, and sent J1m spraw11ng to the floor. 
To be fair to PeterS("ll, th~blow was harder than he had intended; but 
Spock, who arr1ved on the scene at th"t p01nt, was no 1ntorosted 1n 1ntent-
10ns, only 1n results. Ho saw J1m crouched tremb11ng on the floor, blood 
on h1s mouth, bew11derment and terror in: h1s eyes. The s1ght drove h1m 
w11d with fury; wIthout pausing for thought hr, hurled h1msolf at Patersen. 
The forrJnlan was tallor, and a good deal heaVier, but he had never 
before come up against il really angry Vulcan. He stood no chimce. The 
fight, 1f it could be called that, was over in minutos. Spock, ilt once 
forget ting all abou t h1s uncons clous opponent, knol t bcs1de K~:~\>;:. 
"It's all right, J1m, 1t's allover. I'm hore, he can't hurt you any 
morEl." Jim gr1pped the Vulcan's hand t1ghtly, and tr1ed to smile. 
Landers hurried ov~r. "'Cake h1m up to tho house - i';argaret will help 
you patch h1m· 1:n." 
As they crossed tho yard J1m stumbled; Landers put out a hand to 
steady h1m, but he shrank away, c11ng1ng to Spock. S001ng his fear, the 
farmer w1thdrew his hand. 
"I'm sorry about that," ho apolog1sed," and I'm sure Petersen will be. 
I don't thinl, ho moant j.t." 
"Perhaps not," Spock answered coldly. "But J1m has been hurt. You can 
seo how easy 1 t i ~ ~') fr1ghten h1m - I can't risk someth1ng 11ke th1s 
happening aga1n. I fm sorry, but I th1nk VlG must l"avo." 
As they apPl'oachod the house Nargaret Lander'S came out; when she saw 
what had happened she hurr1ed to fetch the first ,. a1d chost. It was Spock, 
however, who bathed the cut on Jim I s mouth, wh11c, the couple stood talk.tlt£: 
qu1etly in the corner. When Spock was at last sat1sHed that Jim was not 
badly hurt, Landers came over to him. 
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"Mr. Spack, 1'm very sorry this has happened - I'd like to make amends 
if I can. To be honest, you're too good a worker te lose, and my wife 
has taken quite a fancy to Jim. I can understand that you den't want to 
go back to tho men's quarters - why don't you both [{jOVe into our snare 
room? '['hat way you can stay on here. Jim will be company for Nargaret, 
and it'll keep him out of Petersen's way. As for you - well, somehow I 
don't think he'll be too keen to tangle with you again." 
Spack looked at Jim questioningly. "What do you think'l" 
"Please, I'd like to stay. It's ... nice here, if I don't have 
Petersen shouting at me all the time. I'm ... so tired of runuing ... " 
1'he Vulcan touched his hand gently. "Very well. S.i.nce you wish it, 
we will stay." 
"'ehat's fine," said dargaret, smiling. "I'll go and make up the beds." 
So life settled down to a peaceful routine at last. Spock carried on 
wi th his work as effi.ciently as ever; Jim, at ease wi tll the kindl.y 
Margaret, qui ckly forgo t hi s fright. ]';ven the torturing h')adaches came 
less frequently now, as nothing was demanded of him. As the days slipped 
past the question of their leaving was somehow forgotten - (Hen Petersen 
mumbled a shame-faced e,"'ogy, and treated Spack with a wary respect. A 
strange peo111e, thought the Vulcan, who Vias secretly ashamed of his loss 
of control, to 111ace so much emphasis on physical strength. 
Spack in fact was greatly troubled by his emotional state; his Human 
reactions had never been so cloSG to the surface. Logically he supposed 
it was for the best; h.is normal impassi vi ty would have seemed very strange 
to these people, and he knew that Jim desperatelY needed the affection he 
was able to show him. 
No, .it was another problem that troubled him; suppose he could not 
regain control when they returned to the Ent8rprise? He dreaded the thought 
of HcCoy beinG able to read his feelings as Jim was now able to do. That 
did not d.isturb him as it might once have done - for a long time now he 
had been able to reveal to Jim Kirk things he vlOuld have hirlc-.en from 
anyone else. 
He was sittinG on the front porch one ev."ning whon Jim cm:18 out to 
join him. Taking hIs favourite position curled up at the Vulcan's feet, 
he looked up and smiled. 
"What's wrong, Spocl<:?" 
Knowing how senEJI ti va ,Jim had become to hin. every mood, and unwilling 
to distress him with ideas he could not understand, Spock forced a smile 
in respone:". "Nothing, really. I was just thinkinG - perhaps we will be 
going home soon." 
"Where is hom e?" 
Spack pointed to the glittering night sl<:y. "Out there, Jim. Soon we 
will be back where we bolong, among t.he stars." 
Jim conSidered thin for a moment. He did no t understand - how could 
men live among the stars? But .spack said no, therefore it must be true. 
~ .. ~vway, it d.Ldn' t really matter; whatev8r happened., Spock\ "'···1~·: take care 
of him. 1\ sudden thought struck him, and he looked. up anxiously. 
"But we'll still be together, won't we? Just as We are now?" 
"Not just as we are; but yes) Vie will be together." 
At Jim's SiGh of relief Spock smiled, but made no answer, for a sudden 
chill fear had come to him. Suppose he was wrong? What if J.im's m.Lnd was 
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damaged beyond NcCoy's skill to repair? Wh"t was there then for either 
of them? 
He pushed the thought away, and in response to Jim's request, "A story, 
Spack?", he began, 
It~rhere was once a boy named Selah ••• " 
It was a great relief to Spack that Jim responded so quickly to 
l'largaret's fondness for him; he would remain with her quite happily while 
Spack went about his duties, and she in turn watched over him and kept him 
from harm. 
Warned by the disastr'!)us experience with Laura, Spack had taken pre-
cautions before entrusting Jim to her charge. While she slept he had 
carefully probed her mind. He had to force himself to the action, and 
for r;'-py hours afterwards lay awake torn by guilt, for what he had just 
done was considered a crime on Vulcan; but the al ternati ve, to risk further 
harm to Jim's precarious sanity, was not to be considered. He sought only 
to learn her real feelings for Jim, and having done so he withdrew at once, 
certain that she was really fond of him, ~~d could be relied on. 
One evening, after working late in the fieldS, he came into the kitchen 
to find dargaret and Jim bending over something on the table. Wondering 
what was causing such interest he moved over to sec. Jim looked up, and 
smiled as he always did at Spack's approach. 
"Look, Spack! Nargaret is telling my fortune." 
"So I see." 
Spread out on thetable were a number of brightly-coloured cards, each 
painted in a different strange design; he had never seen anything like them. 
"And what does she predict?" He did not, of course, believe in such 
superstitions, but anything that interested Jim pleased him. 
Hargaret 100kGd up and smiled in turn. tI~[,he cards are called the 
Tarot. They are very ancient, and the art of reading them has been handed 
down from mother to daughter for generations." 
She sounded so sincere that Spack, intrigued in spite of hi~3elf, 
leaned forward for a closer look. Nargaret touched the card in the centre 
of the layout. 
"~I'his repres ents Jj.m - it's called the Knight a f Cups." 
~'he card depicted a young lmight in armour, wearing a winged helmet 
and bearing a chalice in one hand while with the other he guided his horse 
across a stream. 
Nargaret touched the next card. "The Wheel of Fate turns', and turns 
again. At its lowest point now, it will rise again. These cards here 
represent Jim's current situation - the Two of Wands, sadness and suffering; 
Nine P"lltacles, he has lost home and friends; '['en Wands, he is in exile, 
bearing an almost intolerable burden. 'rhese cards predict the outcome for 
him - the F'i ve and the Three of Cups, the return of an old friend will 
bring healing; Six Swords, a journey resumed." 
Two cards still remained face down, one to the right of the Kni~ht. 
The other, at the base of the layout, she turned up, and despite his 
ra tionali'ty Spack caught his breath - Death, on a white ;-. 1"8e, rode across 
the card. 
Nargaret saw his face. 1tNo~ 11 
Death; in this contex: it signifies 
you, what you seek will be found." 
she said quickly. "It does not I., Jan 
a transformation, a rebirth. I promise 
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Spock reached for the last card. "And this?" 
"The Cariot." She sHuffled the cards again, and spread them out face 
down. "Choose one, Spock." 
Something in her voice compelled him to obey; without really consid-
ering, he touched one of the cards. Margaret turned it over. 
"The Chariot again. ~:'hat is you, Spock. You stand in the Ci'arot, as 
you stand in life, at Jim's right hand. You are the Rider in the Chariot, 
bearing the Rods of Will with which you controJ. the two sphinxes who draw 
it - the two sides of your nature. But the tension of your wilJ. may 
weaken, the sphinxes puJ.l in different directions, and tear you apart. You 
must always be on guard - do not let the balance tilt too far; if you do, 
you will be destroyed." 
Her voice 
strange cards. 
revealed. 
faded into s.i.lence. Spack stood, his eyes fixed on the 
Only a game to amuse children - but how much they had 
A tUD at his hand brought him bach: to the present. Anxious at his 
long silence, Jim had reached out to him. 
"What is it, Spo ck?" 
"Nothing - it's all right." 
Sensing the stra.i.n, Margaret swept the cards together. "That's enough 
of this foolishness 1 I've got plenty to do. Jim, there's a book over 
there I think you'll enjoy." 
She hurried away, leaving Spoc,k to his own thoughts until Jim, eager 
to show Spock the book, curled up at his feet and demanded his attention. 
A few days later, despite all his care and thought, it was Spo ck who 
finally betrayed them. perhaps it was the strain and worry he had been 
liv.i.ng with for so long; only a moment's carelessness, but it was enough.. 
He was cutting wood just outside the house when the saw slipped and 
cut his hand; it was not serious, but the tell-tale green blood trickled 
from the wound. Spock glanced round; Landers was some distance away, and 
could not have seen anything. Spock hurried into the kitchen, which was 
fortunately empty, eat the f.i.rst aid chest, and attended to the cut. As 
soon as the wound was covered he began to gather up the stained cotton 
wool, intending to throw it into the kitchen f.i.re. At that moment John 
Landers called to him, and he stepped outside the door to reply, fOl'gett5.ng 
the incriminating evidence. 
He was only gone a minute, but that was enough. Nargaret returned to 
the kitchen, noticed the chest, and moved to clear it away. She stood for 
a moment, staring at the vivid emerald stains, puzzlement and a hint of 
fear in her eyes. 'l'hen suddenly understar:ding dawned, and the fear vanished. 
"Vulcan!" she exclaimed. 
She had spoken softly, but Spock had heard. Closing the door he faced 
her calmly, 'but his heart 'was racing. 
"You said 'Vulcan'. Not alien - Vulcan. How do you know?" 
She did not reply at once, but examined his face carefully. "Yes, I 
can see it now. The skin colour, the eyes ••• Hay I?" She indicated the 
hat. 
Without answering he pUlled it off, and her eyes followed the slant 
of his eyebrows, the shape of his ears. 
"Please tell me - how did you know? And what do you mean to do?" His 
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voice was not quite steady. Had they survived for so long only to be 
trapped now, and by the one person he had really come to trust on this 
world? She saW in his eyes the fear he could no longer control, and all 
her compassion went out to him, 
"It's all right," she said softly. "I mean you no harm - sit down, 
and let me explain." 
He obeyed, clasping his hands on the table in an attempt to control 
their treacherous shaking. Hargaret allowed him a few moments to regain 
his composure before she bogan her story. 
"I was twelve years old when we came to Derran. 11y parents were part 
of a scientific expedition from Earth, bound for the Federation colony on 
Beta Lyra III. Something happened to the ship - an accident - I never 
quite understood. Anyway, my family and some of the others got away in a 
lifeboat, and we managed to reach Derran. My father always believed that 
the ship must have been destroyed befo re a distress call could be sent, 
because as far as we could tell, no search was ever made for us. We did 
the only thing we could, and made our li vetil here on Derran. Ten years 
later I married John - he doesn't know about me, I rarely think 0 f that 
other life now, I ma content; but when I realised what you were, it all 
came back to me for a moment, Please believe me, I will. not betray you, 
and for a very special reason. You must know that I am ••• very fond 0 f 
Jim? " 
Spock nodded, waiting for her to go on. 
"John and I had a family - they're all married now, with children of 
their own. My youngest son ••• died in childhood. He was ••• very like Jim 
to look at, with the same gentle nature. For Terry's sake, I could not 
do anything to hurt Jim." 
"I believe you. But you should know who we really are, Jim is 
Captain James Kirk, of the U .S.S. Enterprise; I ma Commander Spock, his 
First Officer. Our shuttlecraft crashed on Derran - Jim suffered severe 
head injuri es, and total amnesia." He talked on, giving her a brief 
account of their need for secrecy. Margaret listened, aware of a great 
sympathy for both of them. In her childhood she had learned a little - a 
very little - about Vulc[~ns, and was able to comprehend, if only dimly, 
how difficult things had been for Spocl,. 
When the qUiet voice fell silent at last she said slowly, "He must 
mean a great deal to you." 
"He is my Captain ••• but yes, he is also my friend, rerhaps the only 
one." 
"He cares for you very deeply." 
Spock coloured faintly. "Has he said so?" 
"Yes; but it wasn't necessary, It·s written in his every word and 
action - in the way he looks at you when you are with him, and watches 
for you when you are gone." 
"Perhaps; but you must remember, he is very ••• dc~·endent on me now. 
When we return to tbe Enterprise, when Dr. NcCoy heals him, he will no 
longer have the same need of me." 
"I wonder. Quick - your ears!" 
Footsteps were approaching along the verandah. Spock pulled his hat 
on while l1argaret hastily threw the stained cot':,-,n wool onto the fire. 
She was adjusting the dressing on his hand when Landers came in. 
'~here you are, John, Spock gave himself a nasty cut - I've just been 
dressing it." 
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"Are you all right? II 
"Yes, thank you; I'll go and .. finish that wood now." 
He nodded gravely and went back to his task, but he could not forget 
the curious conversation he had just had. Margaret's words 'He cares for 
you' seemed to echo in his ears. He knew they were true, for the mind 
link had told him so; what he had not expncted was the very real but 
totally un-Vulcan pleasure he had felt on hearing it put into word", 
Resolu tely he turned his mind from that thought to Hargaret' sown 
story. His carelessness had not been a disaster after all - he could be 
certain she would not betray them. He,above all others, could understand 
how difficult it must have been for her, learning to adapt to an alien 
world; \lut at least she did not carry her differences openly, for all to 
see, as he did. She seemed happy in her adopted world; he wondered if he 
would ever attain the same peace. 
Margaret in her turn found her thoughts centering on the Vulcan in 
the next days. In the beginning most of her concern had been for Jim; his 
resemblance to her dead son, her pity for his crippled mind, had drawn her 
to him at once. Now that she knew the truth about Spock her compassion 
reached out to him too. She watched him with Jim, and marvelled at the 
tenderness and patience with which he met his rosl" nsibili ty. Vulcans 
were cold, unfeeling, she had always been told, and saw with wonder how 
his every thought, every action was directed to ensuring Jim's comfort and 
happiness. While he was there she had no need to worry about Jim, but 
she was concerned about Spock hims8lf. She had read more in those ancient 
cards than she had told them, and believing impliCitly in what they fore-
told, knew that Kirk 'IIould one day be healed. By the same token she knew 
that the Vulcan still had much to overcome before he could finally come to 
terms with his own dual nature. The fate of the Charioteer was never easy, 
and this quiet, gentle man still had much :pain and bitterness to come. 
Alone in her room she spread the cards again, hoping for some indic-
ation that life would one clay deal kindly with the stranger she had come 
to love. She had not been mistaken - the sign was there. However the 
Cards fell, the Chariot was always partnered by the Knight, and Margaret 
was content, believing that whatever life held for them, however far in 
time and space they travelled, their journcoY would be l!:"de together. 
Perhaps it was the knowledge that there was one person from whom he 
need not hide the truth, but Spock found the strain on him E;lightly easier 
now. He was very near the limit of his resources, and the knowledge that 
shl!mld be break at last Jim VKJuld be cared for removed his most pressing 
fear. He still had to conceal his exhaustion from ,T~m, who despite his 
fondness fDr Hargaret turned instinctively to the Vulcan for reassurance, 
approval and companionship. His treacherous Hum ani ty found a strange 
pleasure in their relationship, for he could respond to this Jim Kirk as 
he could never allow himself to do to the Captain of the !';nterprise. In 
these weeks it had been for once his Vulcan half that h:",cl. been suppressed 
and controlled - he was not altogether sure that he liked the sensation, 
but he could not regret it. 
One evening in late spring, Jim and Spack were relaxing in the garden. 
John 1an~ers had left on business for a few days. Before he went he had 
told Spock to take some time off - Hargaret had pointed out how tired he 
was looking, and John had agreed that he needed a rest. 
As Margaret sat sewing on the front porch she became aware of a man, 
a stranger, approaching from the road. She watched him curiously; he seemed 
strangely tense, and glanced around as he walked as though searching for 
something. His smile, when he stopped beside her, was th" most attractive 
she had ever seen, but went oc11y with the anxiety in his vivid blue eyes. 
"Good evening. I wonder if you car,' help me?" His voice was soft, 
with a faint accent she could not quite place. 
She smiled in return. "What can I do for you?" 
"Ny name is NcCoy - Dr. Leonard NcCoy. I'm looking for two friends 
of mine who may be in this area. Their names are Kirk and Spack - have 
you seen them?" 
She stUdied his face anxiously. Spack had mentioned a Dr. l1cC,?y, but 
she could not be sure - it was always possible that the authorities, alerted 
by that doctor in the city, might be searching for Jim. 
"Have you seen them? I'm afraid they may be in some kind of danger; I 
must find them." 
Hargaret looked again into the blue' eyes, and believed him;his concern 
could only be genuine. 
"They are here, and quite safe. l"ollow the path round to the, back -
they are in the garden." 
He smiled his thanks, relief flooding like sunlight over the anxious 
face, and set off, almost running. 
McCoy's heart was in his mouth as he rounded the house. They must' ':>e 
all right! He scarcely knew how tho)" had all lived through the lastfew 
weeks. 'rhose hours - days - on the Bridge, scanning, checking, searching; 
Scotty's grim-faced obstinacy, stubbornly refusing to give up the s9ari':h,. 
Uhura - he grinned at the memory of 'Uhura calmly sabotaging Communications 
when it seemed that Starfleet would order them away and hand the search 
over to a less valuable ship. Chekov and Sulu, red-eyed and eXhausted, 
haVing to be ordered from their stations. His oWn quiet haunting of the 
Brid:~e, handing out stimulants and tranqullisers at an unheard-of rate, 
forcing the exhausted crew to rest before they collapsed. And the endless, 
endless failur3s, the sensors remaining obstinately blank. 
~[,hen finally, Chekov, almost in tears, turning from Spock's station, 
his face radiant with joy that told them before he spoke that he had found 
the missing men at last. Then the final frustrating wait until his clothes 
were N)ady; Kyle's maddening slowness as he checked and re-checked the 
coordinates, although in reality the Transporter Chief had broknn all 
records setting up the eqUipment; beamdown; and wondering where to 2~1.rt 
the search; seeing the woman - what had he said to her? Only a few moments 
now, and he would see them at last ... 
NcCoy came through the archway into the garden and paused. Later he 
could not have said what held him there, when his every instinct was to 
rush forward. Spock was there, sitting on a bench, his dark head bent 
over a book. 
"Spock! Look what I' VB found!" 
Jim's voice, yet somehow subtley different. The Vulcan raised his 
head as Jim came to him. He replied, but McCoy could not hear the words. 
The two carefully examined whatever it Was Kirk held, then Jim looked up 
and grinned, a mischl evous, teasing, affectionate grin. 
t1cCoy waited, expecting one of Spock's more caustic remarks. Instead 
the Vulcan smiled in res-ponse, and McCoy caught his breath; he had never 
seen, or expected to see, such an expression on that cold face. He felt 
like an intruder - Spock did not know he was there, and his expression at 
that moment revealed with naked clarity the warm and loving Human heart he 
had so carefully hidclen beneath the Vulcan formality. 
Even as NcCoy bogan to turn away Jim saw the movement, and stared. 
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Spock, folloWing hi" gace, looked straight at the doctor, and unmistakeable 
joy filled his eyes, 
"Jim! Spock! You're safe! T'hank Heaven' .. " McCoy moved forward, his 
hands outstretched; to his utter amazement Jim shrank away, fear in his 
eyes, Spock rose and caught his arm, 
"Do not be afraid, this is Dr, HcC6y, He me,,,ns you no harm - he is a 
friend. " 
Jim pressed closer to Spock's side, but his expression now was one of 
curiosity, "I can't remember." 
"You will soon. Go and tell Nargaret our friend has come for us - wo 
are going home." 
Jim offered NcCoy a smile, tentative, unsl'::'~, "I'm sorry, .. I •• ," 
Edging past the doctor be ran to the house. 
Spock sighed, and sank down onto the bench. "I'm glad you have come. 
He needs help badly." 
"So I see. You don't look any too great yourself. I'm glad to see 
you, Spock." 
"For once, Doctor, I can say the same." 
"'1'ell me." 
Margaret's feelings were mixed as she watched the two men come slowly 
towards the house, deep in conversation, They would go now, as she had 
known that some day they must. She looked at Jim; for him there> would be 
healing, he would once more take his rightful place in his (Mil world. And 
Spock? Would he return once more to that shell of frozen Vulcan impassiv-
i ty? Dr. HcCoy looked both kind and competent - she hoped that he also had 
the wisdom to see that Spocl,' s need of help waS in its own way as great 
as Jim's. 
Their farewells were Bincere, but brief. 
to Sickbay, and Scotty was becoming nervous -
remained in orbit, the greater was the chance 
Derrans. 
McCoy was anxious to get Jim 
the longer the Enterprise 
of its being detected by the 
Spock turned to Jiiar:"--:-et. "I do not know how to thank you -, you have 
done so much for us." He hesitated, "Do you wish to come with us?" 
"No, my life is here, and I would chose no other, Farewell, Spock - I 
hope you find whatever it is you seek out there." 
Jim clung to Nargaret for a moment, and kissed her. "Goodbye, Margret. 
I'll miss you." 
"I'll miss you too, Jim. Get well.,. ewd be happy, 11 
Jim smiled, and moved to Spack's Side. She turned to HcCoy. "Goodbye, 
Doctor. He wil], be all right?" 
"Yes. I I m sure 0 fit. l'hank you - from all a f us;" He joined his 
friends and pulled out his communicator. "McCoy to Enterprise - three to 
beam up, Scotty," 
The three glittering columns of light faded, and were gone, Automatic-
ally, Margaret began to tic;y the room. Suddenly she stopped; the book Jim 
had been reading lay apon on a chair. She was pickiq; it up to replace it 
on the shelf When the full real.iaation of their going came to her; and she 
wept. 
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It was some hours later on the Enterprise. HcCoy left Sic!,bay, where 
Jim lay asleep, and entered his office. Spack was still there, apparently 
so deep in thought that the doctor's entrance did not disturb him. ~jcCo;y 
eyed him keenly - he had never seen the Vulcan look so Human ••• or so alone. 
Intui ti vely, he reali,sed that if he was aver going to reach Spoc!<, it would 
be now - he was on the vory verge of coD_apse. He came into the room, and 
perched on the corner of his desk. 
"Well, I've had a good lool;: at Jim, and he's going to be all right. 
When he's rested, I'll operate to remove the blood clot; the rest of the 
damage will heal naturally. I'll need your help with the amnesia - thank 
He3.ven for the mind lin!,! It'll make things easier. A few weeks' rest, 
and he'll be as good as new." 
Spack's eyes closed in relief. "You are certain?" 
"Who's the doctor around here, anyway? It's sll riJ).ht, Spock!" He 
hesi tated, then went on, "You told me what happened on Derran, but not all 
of it; I can guess you had a pretty rough time, but I need the details. 
For your own sake, as well as Jim's, trust me." 
McCoy could seo the doubt, the hesitation; the agonised eyes seemed to 
look into his soul. 
"Please trust me." 
At last Spock beg!!.);:. to speak, slowly at first, almost reluctantly, 
then his voice gradually quicl,ened aG it all came pouring out. His fears 
for Jim's safety; Laura, and his unsp~akable revulsion at her actions; the 
contamination he had felt from the minds around him; his horror in the 
asylum. 
McCoy listened, wondering how bost to help. DGspi te their constant 
argulilunts-" he had a very real affection for this strange and 10n8ly man; 
the nake~ anguish in Spack's voice was almost unbearable. 
As the story came to an end he looked down for a mom'mt; when he 
raised his eyes again Spack was crying. He made no sound, but the silent 
tears running down his face were sufficient evidence of h.is agony of mind. 
For a mor;ent NcCoy sat motionless in the fac0 of this utter self-betrayal. 
What could he sayar do? One wrong word now, and he would lose Spock for 
ever. 
Then sheer instinct took over. Leaning closer he took Spack in his 
arms and simply held him, feeling the scalding tears that soaked through 
his tuni c. 
McCoy's reaction broke Spack completely. He had expected some 
sarcastic comment on his weal<ness; instead he found warmth and compassion. 
Always he had been the strong one, controlled and self-reliant; now in 
NcCoy's arms he found that he could give way and not be shamed or mocked. 
When the tears ceased he raised his head from licCoy I s shoulder and 
looked steadily into the blue e7es. He read affection there, and under-
standing. 
"Forgtve me ••• I did not mean ••• " 
"I understand, Spack. It was ... pretty bad, wasn't it? I always told 
you that you c')uldn't deny your Human side for ever." 
flIt was hard ... to let it show. We are taught that ... emotion is ... 
embarrassing to others. I have seen you and Jim ... but I could not ... 
easily forget my training. I thought you would ••• despise me if you knew 
that I ••• cared." 
McCoy shook him gently. "No body exp ec ts you to change - we'd neV;Br 
recognise you if you did! But try to get it into that stubborn head - you 
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mean a great deal to all 0 f us. It wasn', t only for !!1-m' s sake that we've 
all been going crazy trying to find you." 
They held each other's 
that's enough for one day," 
get some sleep." 
gaze for a long moment, then McCoy rose. "Right, 
he said briskly. "Off to your quarters and 
Spock turned to go, hesitated, and came back. "Dr. McCoy - Bones -
thank you." '[heir hands clasped. 
"You've already thanked me - you brought Jim back We might as well 
admi tit, Spo ck - the three 0 f us need eacl: (d:her. I' 
The Vulcan nodded in agreement. His hand lingered in McCoy's for a 
moment, the fingers tightening briefly before they separated. 
"I have still much to learn," he said quietly, "but I think I ~ 
learn - now." 
McCoy restricted Spock to his quarters for several days. ~'he Vulcan 
was very weak from the strain he had undergone on Derran, and needed rest 
before he began the task 0 f rebuilding Kirk's mind; bu t even morc than 
this, tho doctor knew he needed time to adjust to their new relationship. 
They spent many hours together, talking quietly. Spock was shy and 
hesitant at first, still finding it difficult to believe that McCoy was 
interested, but he quickly came to appreciate the doctor's warmth and 
concern. As for McCoy, somewhat to his astonishment he found hlmself 
confidlng ln Spock, telling him the real story of his tragic marriage, 
detal1s he had hldden even from Jlm and Scotty, and Hndlng ln the Vulcan 
a gentle understanding he had never suspected. 
When Spock at last returned to duty the rest of the crew saw no 
dlfference ln him; he was once more the Spock they had always known, cool, 
rational, detached. In public his relationship with McCoy was not changed, 
either - the doctor was as sarcastic as ever, and he replied with his 
usual infuriating calmness. Only now, wha n their eyes met, it was with a 
glint of humour that aclmowledged their new-found understanding. 
At alst the day came when McCoy declared that Jim was strong enough 
for Spock to rebuild his memory. They stood alone in Sickbay, looking 
down at the silent figure, each knowing how much deprmded on Spock now. 
McCoy put his hand on Spock's shoulder, and saw with satisfaction that he 
did not stiffen and move away as he would once have dOlle, but turned to 
look at him enquiringly. 
"Spock, listen, this is very lmportant. Once you've brought Jim's 
memory back, you must remind him 0 f everything that happened to him on 
Derran - and I mean everztlliM. I know you - you'll try, to gloss over how 
much you helped him. For pity's sake, don't. He'll know that you're 
keeping things from him, he'll worry about it, and that could be dangerous. 
You must tell him everything, exactly as it happened. You may think 
you're helping him by K"P"ling the worst things from him, but it would be 
sheer cruelty - he must have the ccmplete truth. I'll leave you now; call 
me when you're fin.i.shed." 
Spock touched him reassuringly on the arm and sat down on the bed, 
watching McCoy as he went out. strange, he thought; not so long ago he 
had believed himself to be totally alone, barred by Vulcan custom from 
fri ends hip with his father's people, set apart by his Vulcan blood from 
the Humans he worked with. Now both these'warm, affectionate men had 
admitted to caring for him, and with a deep joy he realised that at least 
he could return their foelings. Pulling &imself together, he turned to 
Jim; this was the most important thing now, to make no mistak" in awaJ<ening 
Kirk's memory. ' 
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Later he was neVer sure how long he sat there, probing deeper and 
deeper into Kirk's mind. 1'he entity that had been James Kirk had hidden 
itself well, protecting itself from reality. Spock had to use all his 
considerable strength of will to force the memory to the surface, and he 
was desperately tired by the time he succeeded. The next stage was to 
recall to Kirk's mind the events that had occurred on Derran. Mindful of 
NcCoy's warning he left nothing out, softened none of the harsher memories. 
When he was satisfied that nothing had been missed he rested for a moment, 
gathering strength for the final step - to awaken Jim and lock him firml'Y 
into r£"ali ty once more. llis eyes closed in concentration, and his hands 
reached for Jim's face. There was a final, unexpected resistance; Kirk's 
mind, afraid of further pain and still in shock, tried frantically to 
resist. protected, sheltered by Spock's mind for so long, it was reluctant 
to face the responsibility that awaited it. 
Spock tightened his grip, and frowned in concentration; if he must 
use force ••• 
••• There was only darkness - black, smothering, impenetrable. An 
awareness of existence, but no identity. The mind stirred at last, 
questioned, sought ••• what? A voice ••• whose? An awakening memory brought 
a name - Jim. 'I'he mind fastened on to that, it was familiar. 
III am Jim.11 
••• FORes, sounds, lights, colour ••• a whirling pattern of senseless 
shapes and noises. The mind stirred again, moved, was stopped by an 
impassable wall. Panic. 
III must reach out, I must find ••• 11 
One face in that complex of faces, one voice in that clash of sound ••• 
A sense of urgency now, growing stronger. The mind moved again, and knew 
pain, such intense pain that could not last but did not end, scarlet waves 
of agony mounting higher and hiGher until the mind screamed in torment. 
At last, an answer. A voice, calm, familiar, trusted. 
III am here; come to me.11 
IIWhere are you? I can't find you. ~"'he pain ••• 11 
II0ur minds are one. Let ~o, do not struggle; we will be drawn 
together.11 
Then the wall was gone and hE> could move, following th" voice that 
called to him. 'l'he faces and voices came back, but were familiar now, 
they had names - Bones, scotty, Uhura, Sulu. The pain faded, became a 
memory, was gone. And Jim Kirk looked up into Spock's eyes. 'I.'he Vulcan 
leaned over him, his face wet with perspiration. His hands crushed Jim's 
fingers in a powerful grip; his eyes bla7, :,0 with determination. 
"Hold on, Jim," he whispered. "I am here - come to me." 
The awakening Vias complete. Jim knew who he was, remembered his past, 
the crash, the weeks on Derran. 
"It's all right, Spock. I'm here." 
The Vulcan drew a long, shuddering breath. Slowly his grip on Jim's 
hands relaxed, and the look of determination faded from his eyes; in 
contrast he now looked almost ••• uncertain, and his voice was very quiet 
as he aSked, 
"How do you feel now, Jim?" 
"Pretty good, all things considered." He lay silent for a moment, 
giving his mind time to adjust. "Spock, I don't k.now how to ... " 
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"Please, j!.m, don't ••• " 
"This time I must. You've never let me thank you, have you, Spock? I 
don't know how many times you've dragged me out of some damn-awful mess; 
I've tried so often to say it - but there aren't any words ••• I don't even 
know where to start." His eyes closed for a moment, thon suddenly opened. 
"Spock, do something for me, will you?" 
"If I can." 
"The mind link is still holding - I can feel it. Look into my mind. 
I can't tell you in words, but through the link, perhaps I can." 
"Jim, it is not necessary." 
Kirk's fingers tightened convulsively on Spock's. "Please, Spock, 
don't argue - just do it." 
He was becoming so agitated that reluctantly, IlDre to calm him than for 
any other reason, Spock touched his slim fingers to Kirk's face. Jim copied 
the gesture, instinctively strengthening the bond between them. Gradually 
a slow tide of colour crept over Spock's face as he allowed himself to read 
in Jim's mind those ff)elings the Human could nover put into words. In turn 
he opened his mind to Jim, and for the first time they loolted deep into 
each other's hearts. Words, which had been so difficult, were no longer 
necessary; the barriers of race, tradition, language, no longer stood 
between them, and never could again. 
Then suddenly Jim was afraid. 
IIDon't. Spack ••• Please don't.11 
IIWhat is it?11 
III feel you are about to break the mind link.11 
lilt is tim e .11 
IIHust ; t be broken? Our minds have be on so close ... I don't want 
to lose i t.11 
liThe link no longer frightens you?11 
III don't think it ever did, really. 
used to the first few times. I've been ••• 
Don't leave me alone again.11 
Ills that truly your wish?11 
IILook into my mind and see.11 
It just took a bit of getting 
lonely too, Spock, but not now ••• 
III too am ••• glad that you. do not wish to break the link. I would ••• 
regret its loss. In any case, it is not possible; our minds have been 
joined for so long that the link has become permanent. We cannot breall: 
it even if we wanted to.11 -
IIStrange; the one thing we both wanted, yet never dared asl, for, has 
come about without our seeld.nl£ it. I am glad.11 
IIE'or the present I must weaken the link; as yet you do not fully 
understand it. I must teach you how to use it safely.11 
Ilr'll learn, gladly.11 
As the link dissolved Jim smiled and lay back, seeing with happiness 
a new softness in tho Vulcan's eyes, Suddenly he sa1d, "Bones! We've 
forgotten about Bones. He should be here." 
"I'll call him," said Spocl,. 
When McCoy came in ho could sec at once that Spock had been successful. 
He came over to the bod. 
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"Welcome back, Jim. You certainly gave us all a fright this time." 
"I know," Kirk said ruefully. "Thanks, Benes." 
"All. part ef the service. Well, Spack, by some devil' s miracle you've 
pulled it off again." 
"We have 'pulled it off', Eanes," Spoclt corrected; his free hand 
reached out to cover McCoy's. 
Kirk stared. He had never heard Spack use McCoy's nickname, and to 
actually touch him! He intercepted the glance they exchanged, and realised 
that just as he and Spack had at last been able to recognise the bonds 
that held them, so Spack and McCoy had also somehow reached a new under-
standing. It was a strange and Vlonderful experience, to become aware of 
what must in fact have existed for a long time - the unique relationship 
which bound the three of them together. 
When Spack left Sickbay at last Kirk was sleeping quietly. He would 
recover quickly now, NcCoy said, and would soon take his place again on the 
Bridge. Spock himself was very tired, but quietly content. So many of 
the divided loyalties caused by his mixed blood had been resolved at last. 
There would be many new problems, and some .. of the old ones would return; 
but he was no longer alone .• and for that ·he gave thanks. 
As he stepped out of the turbo-lift he came face to face with the 
Yeoman who looked after his quarters. She was very young, very pretty, 
and very much in awe; of the enigmatic First Officer. 
Blushing in confusion she said, "Excuse me, Commander; I was disposing 
of the clothes you wore on Derran, and I found these - I wondered if they 
were important." 
Absently Spock took the cards she handed him, then stared in concen-
tration. 
Painted in exquisi te detail, the Knight guided his horse across the 
stream. he bore the Cup firmly, conHdently, his calm eyes fixed on the 
distant hills. [:is destination was hidden, but his path was clearly marked, 
and he faced it resolutely. 
His com-panion, the Rider in the Chariot, stood proudly, crowned with 
stars. He controlled the Chariot by pure force of will, and only his 
strength of will kept it on the path. He was always alert, ever on guard. 
Somewhere, beyond the hills, their two paths converged and became one, 
where the confidence of the Knight and the strength of th8 Rider would 
blend, and in their united power both would roach the final goal. 
"Are they impor.tant, sir?" asked the Yeoman again. 
"Yes, you could say that they are," Spack answered quietly. "They 
were mep.nt, as a ••• souvenir. tt 
And the sudden radiance of his smile left the Yeoman staring in utter 
amazement as the door to his quarters closed behind him. 
******************* 
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Sarek, your son has a duty to Vulcan. 
Once, I asked him 
Are thee Vulcan, or are thee Human? 
And he did not reply. 
Bu t now he must. 
The time has come for you to marry, Spack. 
It was accepted 
That after your betrayal by T'Pring 
You would require time 
To find again the confidence 
Her actions dwnaged, 
And so we gave you time. But now 
You have had time enough. 
You have a duty to Vulcan, Spock. 
You must return home and tal<:e a Wife. 
T'Por is young; strong; fully able 
To give you many children. 
Her mind is clear, decisive, 
And her training 
Befits her for her Wifely duties. She 
Has never shown interest 
In politics, or attempted 
To persuade her menfolk 
That she could understand 
A man's responsibilities. 
She will be content 
To run your home, and rear your children, 
While you take up the place 
The Science Academy holds for you. 
If you refuse, and choose to stay in Starfleet, 
You are no Vulcan; 
And Vulcan must reject you. 
Are thee Human, Spo ck, 
Or are thee Vulcan? 
T'Pau once asked you that. 
She said you did not answer -
And now you must. 
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UL'l'IMATUH 
PART 1 - ULTIHATUl1 PHESENTED 
As the Bnterprise settled into orbit around the shore leave planet 
Marnon, Kirk stretched luxuriously in the command chair. It had been a 
difficult and dangerous mission - leave would be more than usually welcome. 
Turning in his chair he smiled at Spock, and received in response the barely 
perceptible ~arrowing of the eyes that told him the Vulcan shared his 
anticipation. 
Instead of their usual camping trip they had booked in to one of 
Marnon's most expensive resort hotels. Kirk Was looking forward to the 
change, to the recreational facilities offered, and to sampling the 
galactically-famed luxury of the hotel. 
The stand-by crew came aboard, and as soon as they had handed over, 
Kirk and Spock made their way to the transpnrter room and beamed down to the 
planet. After saying goodbye to NcCoy and Scotty, who had made their own 
arrangements, they set off for the hotel. As they registered the desk clerk 
handed a packet to Spock. 
"A message for you, Commander, sent to await collection." 
Kirk could not help noticing that the envelope Calne from Vulcan, and 
he recognised the distinctive handwriting of Spock's father. He felt vaguely 
uneasy - experience had taught him that any communication from Sarek usually 
meant trouble, and Spock needed this rest as badly as he did. 
'1'hey had already planned to spend the afternoon sailing, and to Kirk's 
relief Spack made no reference to the letter When they met again in the hotel 
foyer. The hours passed pleasantly, and Kirk soon found himself relaxing 
after the strain of the last few months. He always enjoyed Spock's company, 
and was delighted when they had the chance to be on their own, away from the 
demands of their duties. 
After dinner Kirk remembered that he had not yet replied to a letter 
from his nephew, and returned to his room to do so. arranging to call for 
Spock in an hour's time, when they would go out and explore the town. 
His letter despatched, he was about to head for Spock's room when he 
stopped, and smiled; he had a much better idea. Finding a quiet corner he 
sat down, closed his eyes, and concentrated. 
Some time ago he and Spock had been stranded on the planet Derran; 
he had suffered from total amnesia, and in order to protect him, Spock had 
been compelled to establish an unusually close mind link with him. Their 
rescue had been so long delayed that the link had become permanent, and 
since then Spock had been training him in its use. 
Though he would not have admi tt ed it even to himself, Kirk had been a 
li ttle afraid when he had 1 earned that the link could not be broken; he had 
not fl~l_ly understood its nature, and had believed that he and Spock would 
always be in contact, fully aware of each other's thoughts and emoti)lls. 
Gently, patiently, Spock had reassured him, showing him that the link would 
only operate When one of them wished to contact the other; it required a 
definite concentration to establish contact, but now either of them could do 
so easily. During the training they had come to understand each other as 
they never had before, and as he grew more familiar with the link, Kirk's 
hesitancy and uncertainty vanished - he could now claim admission to Spock's 
mind in the certain knowledge that he would be welcome. 
'l'his time, however, he met with no response. Instead he came up 
against a solid, impenetrable barrier; for somE) reason, Spock was shielding 
his mind against him. Seriously worried, he made for the lift, and was 
soon ltnocking on Spock's door. 
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"Com e! II 
The usual permission to enter was a relief; he had begun to fear that 
Spock would not admit him. The room was lit only by cloudy moonlight, but as 
his eyes became accustomed to the dimness he could malr.e out the Vulcan's slim 
figure curled up in the window seat. He crossed the room, and to his sur-
prise Spack reached for his hand, pulling him down beside him. For some 
moments neither spoke, then, 
"What's wrong, Spock?" Jim asked quietly. 
"You know that I had a message today from Vulcan - from my father?" 
"Yes, I saw it. I hope it's not bad news?" 
"That's what I want ... What I must explain to you. It is ... very 
difficult." He paused, and turned to look at Kirk; his face was in shadow, 
his eyes hidden, but Kirk knew that the Vulcan could see his face clearly. 
"For some time now I have been under great pref;sure from my family ••• 
my father whishes me to return to Vulcan. He ••• he intends to arrange a ••• a 
neW marriage for me. II 
Kirk made no answer. He felt ... he did not know how he felt. Suddenly 
Uw two of them were alono in the universe - everything else was somehow 
unreal. He tried to speak, but no words came; his throat seemed dry and 
paralysed. Spock we~t on. 
"As you know, my family is of some. importance on Vulcan. Ny father 
writes that 1"Pau is ••• displeased ... because I am still unmarried. He has 
the authority to arrange, a match for me, and demands my consent." 
"And if you refuse?" 
"If I refuse, I can never return to Vulcan; my family will reject me. 
Sarek presents me with an ultimatum, Jim. Starfleet - or Vulcan." 
At that moment full moonlight flooded into the room, lighting Spock's 
face with a terrible, revealing crUelty. He was unprepared, and the sheer 
misery in his eyes brought a cry of protest to Kirk's li.ps. He caught at 
Spock's hands. 
"Don't, Spock! I can't bear to see you li;", thiS. Is there nothing 
you can do to change Sarek's mind?" 
"Nothing. He is determined." 
"But it doesn't mean you have to leave Starfleet! 
with the marriage and return, as you would have done if 
T'Pring." 
You can go through 
you'd married 
Spack stirred restlessly. "Think, Jim. You know what is involved in a 
Vulcan marriage. When I was bonded to T'Pring We were children; although 
the bond held, and drew us together, I was able to erect defances against 
its going too deep. We never really knew each other - perhaps that is why 
she rejected me. Now that I know what it is like to be linked to someone 
who understands and cares about me as a person, I know that I could not 
tolerate a permanent link with a stranger ••• who could not even begin to 
comprehend the ••• the problems I f8,ce as a half-breed. You have never 
intruded, have always respected my ••• emotional reticence; I fear that a 
Vulcan wife might not. In addition, among Humans, I haile learned ••• many 
things ••• that a full Vulcan .~ould never understand. You lnust know ••• I 
cannot risk ..• Forgive me" I can say no ll1ore. tt 
Kirk understood. Gently he laid one hand on Spack's cheek, and in 
response felt the Vulcan's fingers touch his face. The barrier Spack had 
erected betwwen them fell, and their minds linked. 
Between these two lay much that because of Human pride and Vulcan 
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reticence would neVer be put into words; only in their linked minds would 
its existence be acknowledged. Time ceased to havfl any meaning - they had 
entered their own world where race, tradition, upbringing no longer existed, 
and they stood face to face. 
When at last they broke the link, nothing had been resolved. Kirk 
gazed down at their clasped hands, his heart heavy with dread. 
"How long do you have to decide?" 
"No t long. Sarek is wai ting for my answer." 
"You. •• you will tell me, won't you, Spa ck?" 
"I give you my uromise - as soon as I decide, I will tell you." 
They parted, and Kirk returned to his room, but he did not sleep. He 
could not forget his last sight of Spack still sitting in the window seat, 
his dark head til ted a{;ai!1~t the glass as he stared up into the night sky. , 
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* * * 
PART 2 - ULTIMATUM R&JEC,['ED 
Kirk was called early in the morning with a message from the spaceport 
commander which required his personal attention. Leaving word for Spack, he 
went to the base, where to his fury he was detained for most of the day. It 
was evening when he returned to the hotel, and called Spack's room; there 
was no reply. Kirk was concerned, but not seriously werried - probably the 
Vulcan had gone a ff alone to think. He tried to reach him by mind link, but 
the barri·er was back; obviously Spock wanted no distractions while he 
reached his dec.i.sion. Kirk was so tired that despite himself he fell asleep, 
and did not waken until morning. There was still no reply from Spock's room 
and, seriously alarmed now, he questioned the desk clerk. :I.'he Vulcan had 
left the hotel early the previous day, and had not yet returned; he had left 
a letter for Kirl< with instructions that it be handed to him only when he 
inquired about his First Officer. Returning to his room Kirk opened the 
letter with shaking hands; as he read it the words blurred before his eyes, 
"Forgive me, Jim. I have received another message from Sarek - he 
demands an immediate answer, and I have none to give. Not only is 
the marriage he proposes impossible for me, he also insists that I 
return permanently to Vulcan. I cannot give up Starfleet, yet my 
Vulcan blood is too strong to accept eXile. I do as I must. 
I will not:ill,,"lt you by telling you not to grieve for me, but 
it may help you to know that my greatest joy has been in knowing you. 
May you live long, Jim - and prosper." 
He must remain calm; perhaps it was not too late. Returning to the 
foyer he questioned the desk clerk again. Spock had left the previous morning, 
hiring one 0 f the hotel's air cars. It had returned some hours later under 
automatic pilot, so no-one kneW where he had gone. After some thought, the 
man remembered that Spock had been interested in the vast Ardan Desert just 
outside the City. Mention of the desert struck a responsive chord in 
Kirk's memory, and increased his fear. There was probably nothing he could 
do, but he must try. He pulled out his communicator. 
"Kirk to Enterprise - beam me up at once." 
Hceoy, who had spent the previol1s erening drinking with Scotty, was 
finally aroused by the frantic kno~,dng on his cabin door. Nuttering 
angrily he stalked across to open it, composing on the way a blistering 
attack on the idiot who insisted on waking a hard-working doctor at unsocial 
hours; but the distraught figure that stumbled into the room banished all 
trace of levity. 
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As his doctor, HcCoy had seen Kirk in many moods he would have hidden 
from anyone else - angry, apprehensive~ indecisive, even afraid. Never 
until now had he seen him almost incoherent with grief and fear. 
Applying an old-fashioned remedy he slapped Kirk hard across the face 
several times, and was rewarded by seeing the captain pull himself together. 
"'.rhanks, Bones. I'm sorry - i just couldn't seem to 
"Here - drink that; not another word until you do." 
Kirk drained the brandy, then took the glass from shaking 
"Now - what's wrong?" 
help it." 
He watched 
fingers. 
"Bones it's Spock. He's going to ... to ldll himself." 
"Spock? You must be mad! He'd never ••• 11 
as 
"Believe 11<8, Bones, I know." Kirk buried his face in his hands; when he 
raised his head again his eyes were wet. 
"I can't explain all of it, oven to you. It was Sarek ••• he's 
arranging a new marriage for Spock, and wants him to return to Vulcan. It 
would mean he had to leave Starfleet ••• or face perpetual exile from Vulcan. 
It was ••• an impossible choice. He told me once, .. on Vulcan, there's a 
form 0 f suicide .. , he's gone into the desert alone •• , w! th no water ... to 
die! We've killed him, Sarek. and I; between us we ••• tore him apart." 
For a moment HcCoy stared uncomprehendingly, then realisation dawned. 
"Oh my God! Jim, I understand," He sat down on the bod beside lUrk, 
holding him as the tears CEllne. "God help you both! Is there nothing you 
can do?" 
"If I find him in time, perhaps. Scotty's scanning the Ardan Desert for 
him now, I made some enquiries before I left Marnon, but he'd been gone too 
long," 
"And if you do find him?" 
"I don't lmow ••• but if it's too late ... how do I go on, 1'ones1" 
There was no answer to the pi ti ful question; McCoy could only hold his 
friend, giving what comfort he could by his presence. At least he could ease 
the strain of wait1ng; he reached for th<o) medical ))ouch he always had wi th 
him, and admi.nistered a sedative. 1·laking ,Tim comfortable, he dressed quickly 
and left for the Bridge, where an unusually gr:i"1.-faced Scott sat in command, 
At the sensors Chekov worked busily; the air of tenSion was elctric. Uhura 
and Sulu were in their usual places, doing what they could, Although none of 
them knew what had happened they were aware that they worked for Spoc 11:' s 11fe, 
and that was all they needed to know - time was their enemy, and they could 
not afford to fail. Hours passed with no result, and NcCoy's sense of fore-
boding grew stronger - how to tell Jim? 
Then at last Chekov turned with a cry of triumph. "Got him! At least, 
I have a fix on the approximate area." 
Returning to his quarters, where Kirlt still tossed in un8asy sleep, 
1'1cCoy stood for f,everal minutes watching his friend, his blue eyes clouded 
Wi th conc ern. 
Despi te his utter conf1dence in Spoch:, he had always mistrusted the 
mind link; it was not natural for Humans, he had always maintained, and 
had watched wi.th anxiety the subtle changes the establishment of a permanent 
link had made in his friends, Perhaps, he admitted, that anxiety was tinged 
with a degree of jealousy that they shared something he could not, but at 
this momont his concern was purely for Jim. Gently, insidiously, the link-
ing had grown deeper s1nce theotr return from Derran, until the emotional 
state of each man was almost unconsciously reflacted in the other. 
seen for himself how the conflict that had driven Spock to suicide 
affected Kirk - he was afraid now of the damage that the severance 
link by Spock's death would do to Jim's mind. 
He had 
had 
of the 
There was nothing he could do - it was up to Jim now. With a faint 
sigh he reached out to waken his friend. 
"Shall I beam down wi. th you, Jim?" 
NcCoy and Kirk stood in the transporter room with Scott at the 
controls; the doctor wanted no other witnesses when the Captain returned. 
"No, Bones. I've got to go alone. If he's still ... alive, we have 
much to say, and not even you have the right to hear. If it's ••• too late, 
I... I want to be... alone with him... for the last time." 
"I understand; but don't worry, Jim - he's only been gone two days. 
VUlcans ~an last a lot longer than that without water, even in the desert." 
"I know, but he's very determined. His strength of will has saved us 
all more than once. He knows I'll be searching for him - he might ••• make 
certain ••• I'm too late." 
"I'll wai t until I hear from you. I f you need me, call, and I'll come." 
Kirk touched the doctor's arm lightly. "You always do, don't you, 
Bones?" He stepped onto the trans)lorter pad. "Energise, Scotty." 
The desert sun beat down with almost physical force as Kirk material-
ised on the sand. He looked round, and sighe;). Somewhere in this jumble 
of rocks and sand was Spack; the sensors reported that he was still alive, 
but something in the composition of the rocks confused the readings, and 
this was tbe closest he had been able to come - the rest of the search must 
be conductted on foot. Delaying no longer, Kirk began to climb, watching 
anxiously for the flash of blue he hoped, yet almost feared to see. It was 
an effort to move in the intense heat but he !I:ept gOing, pausing only to 
wipe the sweat from his eyes. 
He should have brought water, he realised very quickli; he was getting 
thirsty already. In his anxiety to leave the ship he had not thought of it. 
l'hen as he stepped through a gap in the rocks, sunlight glinted on water - a 
small pool trapped in a hollow. Kirk hurried forward eagerly and knelt, only 
to draw back in disgust - the water was stagnant, evil-smelling. He was 
about to call NCCoy to send down a flask when he noticed sOlllething that drove 
all discomfort from his mind. In the JJ.:'~d at the pool's edge Vias the clear 
impression of a hand - a hand with long, slender fingers. He scanned the 
ground eagerly - someone had knelt here at the water's edge; had leaned over 
the pOOl; had ••• drunk of that poisonous water? he prayed not. Beyond the 
hand)lrint further tracks on the sand showed where someone had retreated 
among the rocks. Rising to his feet he followed swiftly - every instinct 
told him to hurry ••• hurry! 
He could have wept with cJ.isappointment when the tracks faded at last 
on stony ground. Kirk looked round frantically - which way now? I twas ••• 
logical ••• that the Vulcan would conceal himself to further hinder the 
search he knew would be made. That low cliff - perhaps there was a cave? 
He ·drove himsel.f on, but despair was in his heart as he thought of that 
poisonous water, and his own words to NcCoy - 1:_ad Spock 'made certain'? It 
seemed he had been stumbling among those nightmarish rocks for hours When 
"Jim." 
That so-familiar voice; but the tone was one that of all men only Jim 
Kirk would recognise. 
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"Where are you?" And that tone, only the.Vulcan had ever heard, 
"'1'0 your right - between the rocks," 
Spock was lying propped up a~~inst a boulder; he was pale, but other-
wise seemed normal. Kirk felt his heart lift until he noticed the unhealthy 
sheen of sweat on Spock's face, and the feverish glitter in his eyes, With-
out knowing how he got there, he was on his knees at Spock's side, pulling 
out his communicator, 
Spock's raac tion was as fast as ever; wi th onG !:tand he caught Kirk's 
wrist, with the other he took the communicator and tossed it away, It lay 
well beyond Kirk's reach, and he could not break the grip on his wrist, 
"Let me go, Spock. I must call Bones." 
"No. I cannot permit you to do so. It will not be long now," 
"So you did drink some of that water?" 
"Yes,., I knew you were following me, and I had to be sure; it seemed 
.,. the only way." 
"Please, Spock, don't do this." It was a moan of agony, 
"I must. I have ••• considered· carefully. C['he conflict has become too 
much for me, Jim, If ... what we shared, d means anything to you, be 
merciful, Let me 'SO," 
"Is that really what you want?" 
"It is what I must do. I can go on no longer, torn between my Human 
and Vulcan blood, I f I could choose one without regret ••• but I am - as I 
am. Help me, Jim. Let me go. " 
"I don't know if I have the courage. How do I go on, wi thou t you?" 
"You are", the Captain of the Enterprise. You will do as you must, as 
I do, I have neVer ••• aslwd anything of you, Jim .. , until now," 
"I'll try, .. to do as y:>u wish. But don't send me away - let me be 
wi th you, as long as. ',' " 
"That is why I called to you, I confess, I wanted you with me.,. at 
the last. Forgive me for that." 
"It would be so much harder ••• to know you were alone." 
Deliberately [irk slipped his arms around the Vulcan, cradling the dark 
head on his shoulder. He was very calm now, his own deCision made. No 
argU110nt could turn Spock from his chosen course - he accepted that, as he 
supposed he must have done all along. Well, his own mind was clear at last; 
the Wl'i!ht of the phaser was suddenly comforting against his hip ... 
They sat in silence for a lonG time. F;ach had considered reaching for 
the mind link, but had rejected it for his own reasons; Spock, to spare Jim 
the pain he suffered as the poison crept throuGh his body, Kirk for fear 
the Vulcan should read his intentions. 
Suddenly Spock shlvered, and Kirk's arms closed tighter arounc] ;lim. 
"Spock! Is it ... time?" 
"I believe so." The slender fingers brushed Kirk's face lightly. 
t'Jim, I •.• I want ••• 11 
1'he slim body shuddered and was still; the dark head was suddenly 
heavy a[5ainst Kirk's shoulder; the slantinG eyes closed slowl.y. Kirk made 
no sound, onlYt:athered the Vulcan closer, burying his face in the si:l_ky 
hair. He remained so for a long moment, then lifted his head and l.ooked 
down into the still, secret face, at the silent lips, their last words for-
ever unspoken now. With an unsteady hand he clumsily smoothed the dark hair. 
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"Goodbye, Spack, my • •• " His voice broke on a sob. 
Wi thout taking his eyes from the Vulcan's face, one hand reached 
purposely for the phaseI' at his hip. 
A few feet behind Kirk, HcCoy moved swiftly, silently closer, He had 
become uneasy when the Captain failed to call in, and all attempts to con-
tact him remained unanswered. He remembered Jim's expression as he left, 
and his concern grew, There had been something in those eyes", 
HcOoy had hesitated, Vlondering how to act for the best, Impossible to 
breal, in on what might be Kirk's last meeting with Spack; equally impossible 
to leave that grief-stricken man alone with the body of his friend. As 
time crawled by wi th no word he came to a dec:! sian at last, and beamed down 
to where he believed Kirk to be. There was only the communicator lying on 
the sand, and he realised what must have hapusned. From behind the rocks 
came the low murmur of voices, but he was too far away to hear what was being 
said. When the voices fell silent he moved forward to f'..nd his friends, 
rounding the rocks in time to see Kirk lay his cheek against Spack's hair. 
His heart hoavy with unshed tears, NcCoy came closer, and watched with 
horrified understanding that deliberate movement of hand to hip. He moved 
faster than he had ever done in his life - Kirk's fingers had scarcely 
closed around the butt of the phaseI' when the hiss of a hypo against his 
shoulder sent him sprawling forward across Spack's body. It was better so, 
NcCoy thought, for the effects of the severance were even graver than he 
had feared - at that moment, Jim Kirk was not quite sane. He turned to the 
Vulcan, scanner in h,md. After a moment, 
"Scotty! Three to beam up - fast!" Urgency, and a desperate hope, 
echoed in his v)ice. 
Slowly, unwillingly, Kirk regained consciousness. He was in Sickbay -
NcCoy's doing, he supposed wearily. Frantically he fought to cling to the 
comforting, friendly blackness where this ••• pain ••• did not ex1st. It was 
impossible; he was forced back into a grey, leader. world from which sunlight, 
laughter, hope had suddenly vanished. 
What now? he thought. }low 22 I f!2 Q.!!, without §.n.9c~? Never aga1n to 
look into those dark, alien eyes that had seen so deeply into h1s soul; 
never again to share that s11ent commun1cation that said so much more than 
mere words; never again to feel that touch on his hand, on his mind, to see 
that face, expressionless to others, to him the mirror of a thoua '.nd changing 
moods. 
He was alone now. Strange ••• he had naver before realised the utter 
desolation a f that word. A low moan of agony broke from h1s lips an' he 
buried his face 1n the pillow to shut out a suddenly empty world. 
A hand on his shoulder, a voice speaking urgently in his ear. "Jim, 
wake up! Wake up, damn you!" 
He opened reluctant eyes, "Bones. Why did you interfere? You should 
have left me with ... him; we could have been ... together." 
"Jim, listen to me. He's alive. I don't know how, bLt he'S alive." 
A sudden surge of hope. Kirk sat up, his hands gripping J'icCoy's arms, 
staring into the vivid blue eyes. 
"You're sure? Don't li e to me, Bones - I can't take it. II 
"See for yourself. He's alive - barely." 
Kirl: swung his feet to the floor, Clinging to NcCoy for support he 
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moved to the next bed. Spock lay unmoving, pale and silent. 
"A healing trance?" 
"No. I've never seen him 'lui te like this before - I don't know what's 
wrong. I got the poison out of his system - he should have come round by now." 
"Then why hasn't he?" 
"I think - bu t I can't be certain - that it's a dyli berate refusal to 
respond; he seems to be willing himself to die. I can t reach him, Jim -
perhaps you can." 
Kirk touched Spack's face with trembling hands. Now, if ever, the link 
must be made. Cl(>Ring his eyes he summ'oned every ounce of concentration, 
WiITing Spock to respond, He encountered - blankness. No way to reach him _ 
he would nq! be recalled, Kirk looked up with agonised eyes. 
"He won't let me through. He's determined to die, I know it. I can't 
reach him, Bones." 
"I'm not sure ••• 'l'he indicators 
You must be getting through somehow. 
go as long as you stay with him." 
rose a li ttle when you touched him ••• 
Keep trying - I don't think he'll let 
Kirk sat down on the bed, holding Spack's hands tightly, every nerve 
concentrated in the effort to break the barrier; he was not even r"lare when 
McCoy left the room. 
The surgeon had gone to his office, where he called Uhura. There was 
one slim chance for Spack's life. Once before Sarek of Vulcan had responded 
when his son was in danger; if a message could reach him in ti.me, he might 
come again, and if anyone could brealt Spock"s defences it would be he. 
Vulcans did not respond to emotional appeals, but his son's life must be of 
some concern to him - surely he would make an effort to avert the tragedy 
for which he had been partially responsible? 
His message despatched, McCoy returned to Sickbay, where all his skill 
was needed to sustain Kirk's strength. As long as Jim could hold on, McCoy 
believed, Spock would live; if that tenuous link was broken, however ••• 
*** 
PART 3 - ULTHIATUl1 HECONSIDERED 
On beaming aboard the Enterprise (.arek noted with some surprise that 
he Was received by Lieutenant-Commander Scott. '],his was unusual - an Ambass-
ador of his status was usually greeted by the Captain. He did not, of course, 
feel insulted, l'.ll t j. twas ••• strange; Captain Kirk was usually metiCUlous 
about such matters. 
As he exchanged the usual formalities with Scott, he made no reference 
to the reason for his visit - he might have been paying the m<OlSt routine 0 f 
courtesy calls. Scotty's well-renowned temper was roused by this seeming 
indifference to the fate of the man he was proud to call a friend, but he 
held it Urmly in check. 
As they passed along the C( t'ridors to Sickbay Sare), noticed that the 
ship seemed to be unusually crowded to be in orbit round a shore leave planet. 
Very few seemed to be actually on duty, but stood talking in small groups 
wherever he looked. CuriOSity was the one emotion Vulcans had totally. failed 
to eliminate; turning to Scotty he said, 
"I understand that the crew was grl'.llted shore leave, Mr. Scott?" 
"Aye, that's right, sir - and a grand planet it is, too." 
"Yet I observe that the ship seems to be remarkably well-manned; are 
you having some technical difficulties?" 
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Scotty stopped in his tracks, staring at the Ambassador with astonishment. 
"Well, wid ye credj. t that!" ho exclaimed at last. "Ambassador, 11m 
thinking ye could be doing wi th a few home truths!" 
He swept Sarok into the lift, and called it to a halt between floors. 
"lUght, now we I 11 no I be disturbed. Listen, man, for years I I ve had it 
dinned intae me that Vulcans are supposed tae be intelligent - 11m beginning 
tae wonder if ye'd ken whit a dug wis if it ran up and bit ye! So ye're 
wondering why so many of the creW are on board - well, I'll tell yeo As soon 
as they heard about Mr, Spock they began drifting back, a few at a time - I 
reckon theylre nearly all here now. Oh, they ken fine there's nothing they 
can do, but they just want to be here. I donlt suppose you'd understand, but 
it so happens that we're all worried sick about that stubborn, pointed-eared 
son 0 f yours!" 
"Please go on, Mr. Scott," Sarek said quietly as tho Engineer fell 
silent, suddenly realising what he had been saying to one of the most 
i~fluential men in the Federation. 
"Aye, well ••• They tell me emotion disna' mean much to your people -
I canna' pass judgement on that. But I know my own crew. They don't feel 
much like fun and games at the moment - Spack's too important to them. 
Open your eyes, man ••• or your mind ••• or whatever; take a good long look 
at this ship, and for once in your life, try to realise what Spock is!" 
Sarek ey<'l\'i· Scott consideringly; despite himself the appeal had shaken 
him. On his previous visits to the Enterprise he had recognised with well-
concealed pride the respect his son commanded f:-om these Humans. And ••• he 
Was .curious. Closing his eyes in concentration he opened his mind and scanned 
the Enterprise. It was as Scott had claimed; from every corner of the great 
Starship, from every man and woman on board, one thought, one prayer, was 
uppermost - Spock must live. It seemed that a great tidal wave of prayer, 
hope and - yes - affection flowed through the ship to where his son lay. 
He had never thought that a Vulcan could inspire such devotion in Humans. 
Visibly shaken, Sarek opened his eyes. 
"I think," he said quietly, "that you had better take me to C ,...,tain 
Kirk. " 
As Sarek approached his son Kirk released his hands and stood, head bent, 
in silence. Under Sarek's compelling gaze he looked up at last, and the Vulcan 
made an involuntary movement of protest. The silent agony in the hazel eyes 
reminded him of a trapped animal he had once seen, and released out of com-
passion. No-one should suffer so, he thought, but this man would not acc~rt 
pity. The tragic gaze demanded positive action - how should he respond? 
Kirk stepped forward, his hands held out helplessly. "Sarek, I beg 
you ••• help him." 
"Tell me what has happened." 
He knew already, but wished to hear how the events had appeared to Kirk. 
The words were unimportant - he listened to the quiet, desperate voice, 
watched the changing emotions on the expressive face. This was not the Jrunes 
Kirk he had known, vi tal, clecisi ve, assured; this was a stranger, the haggard 
face and broken voice eloquc-lnt testimony to a grief Sarek would never admit 
to recognising. As Kirk finished his expl."'1ation, Serek began to speal{. 
"Captain Kirk, I realise that this is difficult for you to understand, 
but I cannot do as you wish. My son has made his dec.ision, and we must 
abide by it. He was presented with a choice betWGen his duty to Vulcan, and 
his duty to Starflest. Rqther than be compelled to make that choice, he has 
elected to terminate his existence in the traditional manner. It was a ••• 
logical decision. He has the right to take his own li fe - I cannot interfere." 
Gone now was the grief, the dumb suffering; the hazel eyes blazed with 
anger, and the voice shook with hatred rather than so."row. 
"Logic! I'm sick to death of that weird! Spock's dying, and you dare -
you dare stand there and talk to me of logic! You may choose to forget that 
.he's your son ••• I can only remeniber that he's my friend. I've always 
honoured him for his loyalty to Vulcan, never sought to change him. Oh, I 
don't pretend I've always succeeded, but at least I've tried to understand 
what he is - have you? You've always rejected his Human side, demanded more 
of him than you woUld have done if he'd been fully Vulcan. Couldn't you see 
what you were doing to him? If he dies, Sarek, we killed him, you and I,as 
surely as if we'd used a knife. I can acc·,pt my share of the blame - can you? 
We asked too much. Human or Vulcan - we couldn't accept that he is both. We 
forced him to choose, and he could not. A logical decision? Never!--w9 
drove him to his death. Perhaps you can forgive yourself - I know I never 
will. We both knew -'. and made sure he knew - what we wan ted from him; 
nei ther of us bothere" to ask wlla,; hll "1~lt,,6!" 
-The anger drained away in the face of that impassive calm. Kirk shook 
his head helplessly and moved back to Spock's side. As his bitter grief, all 
the sharper for the loss of the small hope he had allowed himself, closed 
around him again he took Spock's hands in his, as though trying to infuse 
some of his own will to live into that silent figure. Totally absorbed in 
Spock he had almcst forgotten about Sarek, and was vaguely surpri~od when 
the qUiet voice spoke behind him. 
"Captain Kirk, that is one error of which you could never be guilty; I 
believe Spock's wishes have always mattered to you. I confess, you have 
given me much to cons~der - your appeal, emotional though it was, contained 
much truth. I will need time to reflect upon your words. With your per-
misSion, I will go now to Spock's quarters; he would have returned there to 
make ••• certain preparations ••• before he left for the desert. There will be 
letters which I must study before I make my final decision." 
Kirk nodded absently; it was doubtful if he had taken in Sarek's words. 
His whole being was centered on sustaining that frail thread of life. Intuit-
ively, he knew that NcCoy was right - somehow hi.s mind was touching Spock's. 
The Vulcan would not respond, but neither would he permit himself to die while 
that frail link existed, fearing that the violence of its severance would 
damage Kirk's mind. And Kirk knew, as NcCoy could not, that Spock was waiting; 
wai ting for sheer exhaustion to dull Kirk's watchfulness. He must sleep soon, 
and the instant his vigilance was relaxed, Spock would be gone. 
NcCoy met Sarek at the door to Sickbay. "I f you permit it, I will come 
with you." 
Sarek inclined his head gravely. 
waited for yet another appeal from the 
forthcoming. Only when the stopped at 
doctor break his silence. 
As they walked along the corridor he 
surgeon; to his surprise, it was not 
the door to Spock's quarters did the 
"Sarek, while you're deciding what to do, here's one more thing for you 
to consider. When I found Jim down on Narnon, he thought that Spock was 
dead; I was only just in time to stop him blowing his brains out." 
Satisfied that he had Sarek's full and some;"hat startled attention, 
NcCoy went on bitterly, "That bloody mind link! It's going to be hard enough 
losing Spock, but this ••• ! They're linked now, even though Spock won't· 
respond, and when he dies, God alone knows what will happen to Jim! It's not 
one life I'm fighting for back there, but two. How does that square with 
Yci'ilr Vull.;'01n reverence for life?" 
Favouring Sarak wi th a long stare from those incredibly blue eyes McCoy 
turned on his heel and left. S arek watched him go before he entered his 
son's quarters. 
It was as he had anticipated. Spock', ;reparations had been thorough, 
methodical, Vulcan; he had expected no less. On the desk laY his formal 
declaration of intent to take his own life, the cold, traditional phrases 
wri tten with a steady hand. A neat pile of envelopes contained his persOL'&l''' 
farewells; to his mother, to Sa.!'-" himself, to Captain Kirk, to Dr. McCoy. 
Sarek touched the last two curiously, wondering what his son could have 
found to say at such a time to these so-emotional Humans. Not even to him-
self would he have admitted that he was delaying as long as possible the 
moment when he would have to open the envelope that bore his own name. 
At last he unfolded the letter. He was not quite sure what he had 
expected, Vulcan formality or Human emotion; like his son, it was a blend 
of both. QUietly, simply, Spock explained his action, offering no excuses, 
attaching no blame, accepting the situation as he saw it. His farewell to 
his father was touched lightly with affection, deeply wi th respect. As he 
read his son's words, sarek felt a sudden fierce pride. He recalled the words 
Kirk had hurled at him. 
'Human or Vulcan ••• he is both!' 
For the first time Sarek understood that what he had feared might be a 
weakness in Spock had become in fact his groat est strength. He possessed 
indeed his mother's warm Humanity, but tempered by his father's teaching he 
was free from all the baser Human motives; his simple, transparent goodness 
shone out in every Vlord. Now Sarel<: could admit that perhaps he had been 
wror:g; hf) must consider carefully. 
The Starship seomed to hang suspended in time and space. The entire 
crew had returned now, and wandered the corridors aimlessly, getting in the 
way of the maintenance staff. From the Bride personnel down to the rawest 
crewman they hung about tho rec room, gathering in small groups, talking, 
:reforming, wa.i ting, endlessly wai tinge Still no word from Sickbay - it was 
strange how unreal the ship .seemed without that quiet presence on the Bridge. 
At Spock's bedSide Kirk and HcCoy still waited. The world had con-
tracted to that pale face, to the barely-flick.ering glow of the life indic-
ators. HcCoy glanced at the Captain; Jim could not hold on much longer -
he WaS plainly eXhausted, kept going only by a will-power that in its way 
was as great as the Vulcan's. He had often wondered idly which of them had 
the stronger will - now, it seemed, he was about to find out. It was a 
battle neither could win. If Spock died, McCoy lmew without doubt that Jim 
would surely follow; yet if Kirk succeeded, and somehow drew Spock back, the 
original problem would remain - Spock would still be mced with that impossible 
choice. If only he could help ••• 
He loolted up as the door opened and Sarek returned. Jim followed his 
gaze absently - he had forbidden himself to hope for any help from that 
quarter. This time, as Sarek approached, he did not move away, and the 
Vulcan saw with no surprise that his son now rested in the Captain's arms. 
The hazel eyes surveyed him wi th an unnatural, ho pt3less calm, and Sarek felt 
an unaccustomed guilt that Kirk had carried this burden for so long. It was 
that guilt that lent an unusual gentleness to his voice as he said, 
"Captain, I have considered your words very carefully, and although I 
have no right to interfere with Spock's deCiSion, I am prepared to do so. 
However, I mus:t '!',,:'n you that there is no guarantee that I will succeed. 
Spock's suicide seemed to him a logiw,l solution - even if I succeed in 
reaching him, I do not know if I can persuade him to reconsider." 
Renewed hope flared in Kirk's eyes. "If there's any chance, any chance 
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at all, we must try. Please, do what you can." 
He relinquished his hold and stood up, his hands lingering for a moment 
on Spock' s shoulders before he stepp ed away from the bed. Taking his place, 
Sarelt reached for his son's mind, and was astounded at the resistance he 
encountered; he had not thought that Spock's defences were so strong. 
Nothing he could do broke through his guard. 
His eyes moved to the indicators over the bed; they had dropped alarm-
ingly in the short time since Kirk had released his hold. Obviously the 
Captain's presence made a difference. Vias it possible, Sll.l'<lk ;rondered, 
that Kirk could succeed where he had failed? Not alone, of course, his mind 
was notstrong enough, but perhaps with help ••• 
Sarek beckoned NcCoy aside. "Doctor, I have failed to break Spocl, 's 
defences - his mind is shielded from me. The Captain must try to reach his 
Human side. A Vulcan can be turned from suicide if he is given a logical 
reason, but we have none to 0 ffer - we !!lust rely on emotion. You know more 
about such things than I - have you any suggestions?" 
HcCoy thought for a mo~ent, then answered slowly, "Pnrhaps if he 
could be made to realise how his death will affect Jim ••• I tcld you what 
happened when I found them - if he knew for certain that his death would 
mean Jim I 3, it would bring him back, I'm sure." 
"We must try it then. I will lend my power to the Captaj_n's mind, 
and let him make the link. I f you will recall for me how you felt then, I 
will draw on your re, ",')ry, and using the Captain's mind as a channel, present 
the image to Spack. If he reacts as you believe, he will er..ter a healing 
trance, and the danger will be over." 
!1cCoy nodded his understanding, and moved to stand beside Sarek, who 
explained to Kirk what he intended to do. 
"I am aware, Captain, that you have some experience wi th the mind linl,. 
Reach for it as you would normally do, and I will supply the power your mind 
lacks. Are you ready?" 
"Yes." 
Kirk's lips were white, but his hands were steady as he laid them on 
Spocl<'s face. 
This time, it was easier; his own wistful appeal, strengthened by 
Sarek's power, enabled him to slip through Spock's defences, deep into his 
mind. 
IISpock, answer me, please.1 I 
IIJim, you should not have done this; it is too late. Leave me.11 
III cannot. I ••• need you.11 
Sarek had been waiting until Spock's attention was fully occupied with 
Kirl,'s presence in his mind. While he waited he had been drawin'g on McCoy's 
memory and emotions; now he linked them to Kirk's, and wi th irresistable 
force sent the image crashing into Spoc!<' s unprotected brain. Jim's grief 
and desolation, HcCoy's agony of mind, were shown to him in all their naked 
cruelty. Nost horrifying of all, he waS forced to see that despite the 
barriers Spock ,had thought suf,"icient to protect him, Kirk too had been 
trapped by his conviction tha.t only death would release him from his con .. 
flict. The link had gone deeper than either had realised; he saW through 
HcCoy's eyes Jim's attempt on his own life, and understood at last that for 
his friend's sake h" i:lUSt live - Jim's sanity, if not his life, would not 
survive the severance of the link. The shock of comprehension was devast-
ating. Spock's cry of anguish snapped the contact instantly; Kirk would 
have fallen but for /'lcCoy's arm around him, and even Sarek staggered and had 
to clutch the bed for support. 
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After that one convulsive shudder Spock again lay unmoving. 1·.(:Coy 
helped Kirk to sit on the next .bed, then turned back to his patient. He 
worked busily for a moment, than glanced across at Sarek. 
"The healing tranc e1" he q..:es tioned. 
'''Yes, the Captain has succeeded. Spock will awaken in a few hours. 
Now, if you will forgive me, I would like to reS t. " 
"Yes, of course. Nurse Chapel! Oh, there you are. Please conduct 
Ambassador Sarekto tho guest quarters. I'll see you later, sir. By the way, 
Nurse, tell the crew there's no word'o f Hr. Spo ck yet - we'll see how he is 
when he comes round. Jim, I want you in bed - now!" 
HcCoy was back in top form, issuing orders, comments, instructions on 
all sides. Within a very short time he had Kirk sedated and asleep; Sickbay 
was very qUiet now, and peaceful. after the tension of the last few: hoUrs. 
HcCoy sat down, his watchful gaze moving between his two sleeping patients. 
He was still uneasy about what would happen when Spock awoke, but for the 
moment it was enough that he had decided to live. 
*** 
PART ~. - ULTIMATUM WITHDRAWN 
"I said no, Al:lbassador, and I meant no!" HcCoy's blue eyes flashed 
dangerously as he faced Sarek across the desk in his 0 ffice. "You will be 
informed when Spo ck. is well enough to be visited. I' n: still in charge here, 
and I won't have my patients ••• " He broke off as the intercom sounded. 
"NcCoy here. Yes, Nurse?" He listened for a r,oment. uI'll be right there. 
Excuse me, sir; I won't be long." Nodding abruptly to S!".rek he left the 
office. 
After a moment the Vulcan rose and ~oved to the door; it was slightly 
ajar, and he could see into Sickbay. Spack's bed was clearly visible from 
this position. As he had expected, his son was not alone; Kirk sat with 
him. Each held the othGr's face between his hands - 0 bviously their minds 
were closely linked. Sarek could not bring himself to interrupt that 
silent communion - indeed, he should not have been witnessing it at all -
but he had a decision to make. The question of Spock's futu~e still had to 
be resolved. He VI anted his son to return to Vulcan, bu t he had now seen for 
himself the depth of their commitment to each other's interests; he had not 
thought that so close a link was possible with a Human. He had learned 
enough to realise that to insist on Spack's obedience would destroy not 
only his son, but Kirk too - so strong a linlt could not easily be broken. 
As he watched 
other's shoulders. 
very qui etly, 
the two men drew apart, their hands resting now on each 
~'heir eyes met, and held; after a "!ament Spock said 
"You understand now, Jim?" 
"Yes. There's ••• no way to say it, is there?" 
"Only in our thoughts." 
"What wi'll you do now?" 
A faint sigh, that scarcely reached the unseen listener. "I must go 
back ••• to Vulcan. I· can't fight any more, ,Tim; Sarek is ••• too strong, 
and I am ••• Vulcan, after all. The marriage ••• I will do as best I can." 
Thel:., urgently. "But you must live, Jim. Promise me." 
"I will- somehow. At least I'll:lu:,ow that you're alive." 
"Congratulations, Sarek. You've broken him at last. Quite an 
achievement, isn't it?" 
The Vulcan turned to meet McCoy's accusing stare. "Yes, you've won. 
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But tell me, is it worth it? I don't know who you'll take back to Vulcan, 
but it won't be the Spock we all know and - yes - love. You'll have your 
Vulcan son at last, but you'll have to forgive me if I mourn for the man 
you've destroyed. Then there's Jim. Oh yes, he'll survive - but he'll be 
different too. I think I prefer him as he was." 
Sarek had intended to protest, to deny the doctor's words, but he 
could not - they were true. The Spock who returl'ed with him to Vulcan 
would not be the same man who had written that letter he had read such a 
short time ago. To survi ve the future S arek had planned for him, Spo ck 
would have to kill his Human side, finally and completely - it would not be 
an easy death. He thought of Amanda - what had to been about to do to her, 
and to the son she had given him? He was fiercely proud of his son - he 
could admit that now to himself, if to n~ -one else - yet had been prepared 
to destroy him. to force him to conform to an artificial ideal. For a 
moment he visualised a totally Vulcan Spock, and knew that he had deceived 
himself - he wanted his son as he was. 
'J'hat knowledge enabled him to meet NcCoy' s eyes. 
Doctor. Will you permit me to speak to Spock now? I 
presence - both you and captain Kirk should hear what 
"You are right, 
should be glad of your 
I have to say." 
NcCoy searched his face, then pushed open the door. As their footsteps 
came closer, the two men looked up; sl.owly Kirk reached out and laid a 
reassuring hand on Spock' s arm. The gesture was not lost on Sarek. He 
spoke quickly. 
"I ask forgiveness, Spock. I find that I have made a grave error of 
judgement." 
Hope flamed in the hazel eyes; fearful of betraying emotion, the dark 
eyes were quickly veiled. 
"I t is not easy to admit to a mistake - I have made one. I sought to 
make you something you are not4 Captain, you spoke the truth - I valued 
Spock's Humanity, yet almost destroyed it, You are free from all pressures, 
Spock. It is my wish now t'lat you select your own way in life. T'Pau must 
learn, as I have learned, that you are not to be judged by wholly Vulcan 
standards. If you decide to return to Vulcan, you will be welcome; if you 
prefer to remain wi th Starfleet, yo u have my permission and my blessing. 
It may sound strange to you, Spock, but in this matter - choose as your heart 
directs you." 
There was no need to ask for Spock' s decision in words; the qui et joy 
in the dark eyes said it all. 
"I am content. Now I must return to Vulcan. Live long, my son - and 
prosper. " 
As he turned to go, two hands detained him. 
"Thank you, father." 
Sarek inclined his head, and turned to Kirk. 
"Sarek ••• thank you ••• for everything." 
The Vulcan hesitated, then lightly touched the hand that lay on his 
sleeve. 
"Goodbye, Captain. I ••• wish you well. Docter, perhaps you will 
accompany me to the transporter?,f 
Somehow the news had already spread through the ship. As he wallced 
the corridors wi th I1cCoy, Sarek could sense the overwhelming joy and grat-
i tude from the Humans he passed. He could underst,.nd now the position 
Spock held in the hearts 0 f the creW - they had instinctively felt what it 
had taken him so long to see, Spock' s unique and very personal goodness and 
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honesty. 
In the transporter room he exchanged farewells wi th iicCoy. 
"Goodbye, Ambassador. And from all of us ••• thank you." 
"I should thank you, Doctor. You have enabled me to cor-rec t the wrong 
I did my son. Farewell." 
As the shimmer of the transporter died away, McCoy turned back towards 
Sickbay. Like &arek, he too had finally come to realise wh~t the existence 
of the link meant for Kirk and Spock. It was at once hazard and safeguard, 
danger and security, rendering them vulnerable, yet granting to both these 
lonely men the sanctuary of each other's mind where fear, loneliness and 
pain would be qui etly met and healed. 
'I'he price of such a friendship was high - few would be prepared to pay 
it - but they had considered the risks worthwhile, knoViing the value of 
the unity they shared. And in his heart, McCoy could only approve their 
choice. 
******************* 
I did not understand. 
How could he choose 
When either choice 
Forced him to reject 
A half of what he is? 
Jim Kirl< was right -
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I knew - or thought I knew -
Exactly what I wanted Or him~ 
And I made sure he knew. 
How could I be so foolish as forget 
The Hunan quali ties that attracted me 
And made me go against all custom 
When I chosa to marry Amanda? 
Spock has those quali ties too, 
Though deeper hidden; so that I, 
Until today, never realised 
How much they are a part of him. 
The Humans knew it, though; 
And I find myself honoured 
That they should hold my son 
In such respect. 
T'Pau, I have decided. 
Spock has a duty to Vulcan, yes; 
One day he will fulfill it. 
Bu t that daY 
Must come when he so chooses, 
Not when we 
Decree it. 
It is perhaps a new idea 
But now I realise -
1 chose my own path in life 
When I selec ted a Human mate; 
It is only ,jus t 
That I permit my son 
To do the same. 
He chooses to remain 
In Starfleet -
I concur. 
